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INTRODUCTION 
This guide is designed to teach you how to choose the right native plant for your yard, 
how to plant it and water it to get it going, and then how to leave it alone to attract and 
increase the numbers of wildlife in your neighbourhood, Québec, North America, and 
the world. 

If you take a bit of time to read this guide (carefully), 
if you take a bit of time to determine your garden type (easy), 
if you take a bit of time to create healthy, fertile soil (easy), 
if you take a bit of time to choose the right native plant for your garden type (fairly easy), 
if you take a bit of water to get your plant established (easy), 
and you take a bit of time to relax (the hard part) 
that plant can do a pretty good job of defending itself against the evils of the world and 
be guaranteed to attract and feed at least one segment of Québec’s wildlife. 

Just follow The 6 Easy Steps, the basic principles of native plant gardening that hold 
true for all terrestrial temperate zone gardens of suburbia. 

The purpose of the steps is to make your gardening as easy and worry free as possible.  
If you have enough interest in gardening to do some worrying refer to the Resources 
listed starting on page 105. 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PREFACE 
If you don’t have a Native Plant Garden somewhere on your property, you can 
personally take responsibility for destroying your little bit of planet Earth. 

Oh ya, like how? 

When we clear land to build a home and lawn, the wildlife that was living there did not 
just pack their bags and move farther north.  The north was already full of wildlife and 
there wasn’t anymore room or food.  The wildlife just died. 

When we clear land to build a cottage, the wildlife that was living there did not just pack 
their bags and move even further north.  The north was already full and there wasn’t 
anymore room or food.  The wildlife just died. 

When we clear land for farms, when we clear land to build roads, parking lots, high-
ways, airports, and power lines, the wildlife just dies.  This includes birds, bees, butter-
flies, fish, seeds, nuts, fruits, grasses, sedges, rushes, flowers, trees, vines, shrubs, 
bugs, worms, slugs, ants, daddy longlegs, crickets, caterpillars, mosses, mushrooms, 
toadstools, centipedes, millipedes, slimes, moulds, aphids, spiders, vultures, mice, rab-
bits, porcupines, fox, skunks, opossums, moles, voles, mink, toads, frogs, squirrels, 
snakes, salamanders, groundhogs, gophers, microscopic worms, protozoa, bacteria, 
nematodes, bats, owls, hawks, bears, wildcats, deer, moose, etc, etc, etc.  All this 
wildlife used to live where we live now, but we killed many of them off. 

I could try to give you some statistics on how many hectares of North America have 
been taken for homes, lawns, cottages, roads, parking lots, highways, airports, power 
lines, farms, town dumps, industry, sports parks, etc, but I’ll just tell you it amounts to a 
heck of a lot of dead wildlife.  Just a little bit more than a squished squirrel.  And once 
it’s squished it’s squished for good.  What I mean is that by tomorrow they’ll be more 
paved hectares, not less.  Each one of these is a hectare of wildlife’s room and board 
lost.  A Native Plant Garden on your property can help replace this lost habitat. 

On the following pages are examples of good and bad.  The bad is presented first in or-
der to let our collective guilt sink in a bit.  The good and then the guide itself follow to 
permit us redemption. 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There are about 1.5 billion fewer landbirds today than there were in 1970 
The following is adapted from Landbirds see large decline – Study finds North American 
birds number at about 10 billion, down from 11.5 billion in 1970, Eric Andrew-gee, The 
Globe and Mail, September 15, 2016.  The article is based on a study by The Partners 
In Flight, http://www.partnersinflight.org/, a collection of academic, activist, and govern-
ment bodies in Canada and the United States. 

“…dozens of species [have] lost more than 50 per cent of their populations…”  “…86 of 
North America’s roughly 450 breeding species [are] vulnerable, with some populations 
expected to be halved in a matter of decades”. 

“Human activity kills billions of birds a year…”  “Collisions with power lines, building and 
vehicles account for about 900 million bird deaths annually…while domesticated and 
feral cats kill another 2.6 billion - or about a quarter of the landbird population.”  “Loss of 
habitat to urban sprawl, farming and forestry is possibly an even bigger driver of long-
term decline.” 

“Even relatively abundant birds are dwindling in number…  Chimney swifts, field spar-
rows and short-eared owls are among the common species that have lost more than 
half of their populations and are expected to lose half of their current level in 40 years or 
less.” 

“Two groups of birds have been especially affected: grasslands species, which have 
been hurt by the conversion of their habitat into farmland, and insect eaters such as 
swallows and flycatchers, whose decline is less obvious but may be a result of falling 
insect populations related to pesticide use.” 

“As ‘North America’s bird nursery’, Canada has an added responsibility to conserve 
habitat, Andrew Couturier, senior analyst at Bird Studies Canada and co-author of the 
report said.  A majority of the continent’s birds are hatched here, before migrating 
south.” 

“I don’t want my grandchild to go out in the forest and not hear the songbirds in 
the spring, and that seems to be where we’re headed right now”, said Mr Couturi-
er. 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Choosing to grow native plants makes a survival difference to our wildlife 
This table, using tree and shrub species native to parts of southeast Canada and north-
east U.S.A. and the numbers of native butterfly and moth species that they support, ex-
emplifies the benefit you can make to nature by choosing to grow native plants. 

 
(Compiled by Kimberley Shropshire.  Bringing Nature Home, Douglas W. Tallamy; Tim-
ber Press, 2009; page 147.) 

This native tree/shrub species —> supports this # of native butterfly & moth species

Oak 534

Willow 456

Cherry, Plum 456

Birch 413

Poplar, Cottonwood 368

Apple 311

Blueberry, Cranberry 288

Maple 285

Elm 213

Pine 203

Hickory 200

Hawthorn 159

Alder 156

Spruce 156

Ash 150

Basswood, Linden 150

Hazelnut 131

Walnut, Butternut 130

Beech 126

American Chestnut 125
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American Spikenard / Aralie à Grappes 

Cut-leaved Coneflower / Rudbeckie Laciniée 
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Purple-flowering Raspberry / Ronce odorante 

Spotted Geranium / Géranium Maculé 
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Large-flowered Bellwort / Uvulaire à Grandes Fleurs 

Glaucous-leaved Honeysuckle / Chèvrefeuille Glauque 
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Wild Bergamot / Monarde Fistuleuse 

White Baneberry / Actée à Gros Pédicelles 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Definitions 
Alien, Exotic, Ornamental: all are alternative words for a non-native plant. 
Wildflower: often used to refer to a native plant, but sometimes refers to any plant that 
can be found growing in the wild, native or not. 

Grass: just what you think it is.  Often used synonymously for sedge and rush. 
Sedge: looks like grass but botanically different. 
Rush: similar to grass but botanically different. 
Horsetail: something like a fern, but botanically different. 
Woody: a shrub, vine, or tree; does not die to the ground at winter. 

Leaf: of course you know what a leaf is, but remember that on conifers leaves are nee-
dles and you can treat needles just like leaves; similarly for spines on cacti. 

Biodiversity: for this guide, a measurement of the number of ecological niches within a 
garden occupied by a native plant, bug, animal, fungus, or other native life form. 

Plant and Animal Litter: dead plants, their parts, fallen fruits, dead animals, and animal 
dung (not pet’s). 
Organic Matter: “organic matter in soil is composed of litter (dead leaves and branches 
on the soil’s surface); droppings (animal dung); and the remains of dead plants, ani-
mals, and microorganisms in various stages of decomposition”.  (Introductory Botany, 
Linda Berg; 2nd Edition, 2008, Brooks/Cole Cengage Learning; page 202) 

Invasive: used to describe a plant that is so good at reproducing that it will overwhelm a 
garden or habitat and be almost impossible to eradicate once established. 

Rhizome: an underground runner that allows a plant to spread aggressively. 

Naturalizing, as in “this plant is good for naturalizing an area”: the effect of a common 
native plant that will quickly spread. 

Stabilizing, as in “this plant is good for stabilizing a slope or water’s edge”: the effect of 
a plant whose many and entangled roots will hold the soil in place. 

Mesic: a moderate or well-balanced supply of moisture. (Wikipedia) 

Lowland: botany-speak for “near water, such as a river, stream, pond, marsh, swamp, 
or saturated soil, etc”; so lowland soil is on the moist side and a lowland plant needs 
moist soil to grow at its optimum. 

Upland: botany-speak for “not near water”; so upland soil is on the dry side and an up-
land plant requires relatively dry soil to grow at its optimum. 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Dream Big  -  Garden Big

DREAM BIG  -  GARDEN BIG 
First, dream big 
Walking down your street, any suburban street, can be just like walking down a country 
road.  Prairies, meadows, and forest glades on either side of you; grasses and ferns; tall 
flowers like sunflowers, asters; small ones like wild strawberry, phlox; shrubs of all 
kinds.  You can be surrounded with the sounds of nature; birds, bees, crickets, and wind 
in the trees.  Field and forest wildlife; birds, bees, hawks, butterflies, dragonflies, chip-
munks, maybe even fox and rabbits.  Going to bed every night can be like going to bed 
at the cottage.  The Garden of Eden on your very street.  This is my dream for all of 
suburbia everywhere. 

But this is our reality 
“Some biologists fear that we have entered the greatest period of mass extinction in 
Earth’s history, but the current mass extinction differs from previous ones in several re-
spects.  First, it is directly attributable to human activities.  Second, it is occurring in a 
tremendously compressed period - just a few decades as opposed to millions of years”.  
(Introductory Botany, Linda Berg; page 344)  This mass extinction isn’t occurring just 
“around the world”, but we are causing it ourselves right here in our own neighbour-
hoods, in our own yards. 

Would you crush a groundhog family under the ground?  Would you shake a bird’s nest 
out of a tree?  Of course not.  Except that you do, multiple times every single day of the 
year.  Me too.  That’s how our houses and roads get built.  That’s how our food gets 
grown.  That’s how the minerals for everything we use are obtained.  That’s how the pa-
per for this guide got made.  And when we fail to recycle we double the shaken nests 
and crushed groundhogs.  Think about that. 

Then, garden big 
You and I can easily make a difference to the survival of our native wildlife species right 
where we live.  “Evidence suggests ... most species could live quite nicely with humans 
if their most basic ecological needs were met”.  All we humans have to do to meet 
these needs is return food and shelter to the birds, bees, and butterflies in the 
form of native plants in our gardens. (Bringing Nature Home, Douglas W. Tallamy; 
page 37) 

In other words, we just need to change the way we garden.  We just need to garden a 
little bit bigger, and we need to know that gardening is an act of charity, an act of 
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giving, an act of kindness. We can no longer afford to garden simply to satisfy are 
own desires. 

We can choose to give back to nature by returning native plants to our gardens, return-
ing natural habitat to our neighbourhoods, and giving nature a place to live amongst us. 

This guide will teach you how easy it is to help heal the planet by being more bird, bee, 
and butterfly friendly, and you’ll be living on a country road. 

Someone’s sitting in the shade today because someone planted a tree a long time ago.  
Warren Buffett 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WHAT IS A NATIVE PLANT 
Native plants are the grasses, sedges, rushes, flowers, ferns, mosses, shrubs, vines, 
and trees that were growing in your neighbourhood before the Europeans came and 
brought with them plants from other parts of the world.  In other words, native plants are 
the ones that have been growing precisely where you live since or even before the last 
ice age.  They did not get here by boat, plane, car, or mail order.  They evolved right in 
your own backyard over a span of millions of years.  See page 45 for lists of native 
plants. 

WHY NATIVE PLANTS 
They are varied and beautiful 
Without realizing it you probably already know how beautiful these plants are.  Wild sun-
flowers, coneflowers, evening-primrose, columbine, asters, turtlehead, wild ferns, gera-
nium, blue flag, cardinal flower, hairy solomon's seal, bergamot, and bluebells are all 
natives that are common in suburban gardens. 

For beautiful photographs visit Andy’s Northern Ontario Wildflowers’ photo-albums for 
gorgeous photos of plants from across Canada and Québec, https://www.facebook.com/
pg/Andy.wildflowers/photos/?ref=page_internal, or the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower 
Center's photo-gallery, https://www.wildflower.org/gallery/. 

They are easy to grow requiring almost no work from you 
If you plant the right plants for your garden site and water them to get them going, na-
tive plants can do a pretty good job of defending themselves against the evils of the 
world, drought, flood, pestilence, and weeds, with a minimum of help from you.  They 
were growing in your very yard long, long, long before your house ever got built.  They 
survived and flourished without anybody watering, weeding, fertilizing, or spraying pes-
ticides.  In other words, gardening with native plants isn’t exactly rocket science. 

They are food and shelter for wildlife  
Every single day that you have a native plant in your yard, winter or summer, day or 
night, you are providing food and homes for the little people we commonly refer to as 
nature. 

You will be performing an act of charity while you go about your daily business  
Wildlife are the truly needy and downtrodden on this planet.  You and I and suburbia are 
extinguishing complete species by destroying the natural habitat in which they build 
their homes and find their food.  You can do your part to help restore their habitat by 
growing a native plant in your garden.  You don’t receive a tax receipt but you do get the 
joy of seeing their beautiful blossoms and foliage, plus the birds, bees and animals that 
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you attract, and also by knowing that you are helping the needy.  Even while you ignore 
it and go about your daily and night time business your garden will be continuing to per-
form an act of charity, of giving, of kindness. 

Our wildlife and native plants cannot survive without each other  
Native plants and native wildlife are star crossed lovers, boy and girl next door, best 
friends forever.  They were made for each other.  They each would die without the other.  
This isn’t literary license.  This is ecological fact.  Native plants and our wildlife have 
grown up together over millions of years and have modelled their bodies and behav-
iours to each other to such an extent that they now need each other for survival. 

1. NATIVE WILDLIFE have evolved the body parts needed to reach the pollen and 
nectar of our flowers and to spread their pollen from one flower to another. 

2. Many have evolved the cells in their sense organs needed to find the plants that 
they need for food out of all the other plants living in the forests, fields, and our 
neighbourhoods. 

3. They have evolved the mouth and digestive system required to eat and digest the 
fruits, roots, and leaves of our native plants. 

4. They have evolved the life habits needed to spread the plant’s seeds. 

5. NATIVE PLANTS have evolved the necessary colours, scents, flower parts, and 
seed shapes that enable the birds, bees, butterflies, and animals to find, fertilize, 
and eat them and to disperse their seeds. 

6. They have evolved the defence mechanisms necessary to be eaten by wildlife and 
still survive. 

Without each other these plant species would not be able to reproduce and survive, and 
these bird, bee, butterfly, and animal species would be starved out of existence. 

Your garden is Bed and Breakfast to the world 
Benefiting the nature in your yard benefits wildlife up and down the Americas.  How can 
this be?  Birds migrate from the far north through our backyards to the deep American 
south, into Pan-America, and right down into South America.  Our ducks can spend time 
in Russia.  Monarch butterflies summer in Canada, winter in Mexico.  Show me a butter-
fly, moth, bird, or bee that stays put permanently in your yard.  There are none.  You can 
make the whole world a better place from your own garden. 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NON-NATIVE vs NATIVE PLANTS 
Non-native plants evolved somewhere far, far away 
Maybe in Europe, Asia, Africa, South America, or some other province or state, but not 
in your backyard.  They are often referred to as exotics, aliens, or ornamentals.  They 
have been living in your neighbourhood for only several hundred years at the most, and 
usually under cultivation. 

Our natives evolved in your very own yard 
They evolved to live in your yard with its soil, fungi, bacteria, wildlife, and weather. 

Non-native plants specialized themselves to live somewhere else 
They are often referred to as “alien”.  This describes perfectly their relationship with your 
local sun, shade, rain, drought, bacteria, fungi, bugs and animals.  Strangers in a 
strange land that so often could not survive without tender loving care from you. 

Our natives specialized themselves to live in your yard 
They have adapted to your sun, shade, rain, drought, bacteria, fungi, bugs, animals and 
to all the other nature that once shared your neighbourhood.  As a result, native plants 
can endure onslaughts of trials and tribulations and still survive.  They have learned to 
use our wildlife to fertilize their flowers and to spread their seeds.  Nobody “gardens” the 
prairies or forests but our native plants have been prospering none the less for millions 
of years. 

Our wildlife have not specialized themselves to eat non-native plants  
They find non-native plants alien, i.e. inedible.  When my Filipino in-laws first arrived in 
Canada they did not have any taste for the food Canadians take for granted as food 
everybody would enjoy.  In fact, they could barely stomach it.  While some day, maybe 
hundreds, or thousands, or millions of years from now the wildlife that has managed to 
survive might be chomping down happily on alien plants, for the most part, not yet. 

Our wildlife have specialized themselves to eat our native plants  
Our plants feed the rabbit, moose, beaver, groundhog, chipmunk, field mouse, porcu-
pine, bird, bee, butterfly, caterpillar, grub, aphid, and all the rest ... happily.  All the 
wildlife and plants in your neighbourhood are like a big family that truly have been living 
with each other for ages.  They know each other’s strengths and weaknesses.  They eat 
each other (that’s family for you), but they still manage to live side by side and everyone 
prospers.  If this wasn’t true, one or the other would have gone extinct a long, long time 
ago. 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Invasive non-native plants  
However, there do exist non-native plants which are able to thrive with our weather and 
soil conditions.  Then because our wildlife have not yet learned to eat them, without 
their natural enemies to keep their populations under control their populations spread 
rampantly throughout our natural areas, overwhelming our ecosystems like a cancer 
and starving our wildlife.  Some of the most powerful of these invasive, non-natives are 
purple loose-strife, garlic mustard, goutweed, dog-strangling vine, and Japanese 
knotweed. 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THE COMPOUNDING EFFECT 
It isn’t silly.  You can do your part to help restore the world one garden at a time. It 
works like compound interest in a bank account (except at a higher interest rate).  With 
every additional native plant in your garden you receive a greater return on your invest-
ment through compounding. 

1. Nature attracts Nature like a neon sign on nature’s highway advertising “Food and 
Shelter Here”.  The more varieties of native plants in your garden then the more va-
rieties of birds, bees, and butterflies you benefit because the plants act just like an 
extensive restaurant menu satisfying more customers.  Then that nature attracts 
more nature like cars in the parking lot bringing in more customers.  I’ve been told 
that nature abhors a vacuum but I know for sure it loves a big party with lots of food. 

2. Your beautiful, nature filled garden will motivate neighbours to follow your example 
Grow your natives and let your neighbours know and see the benefits.  The com-
pounding effect will lead them to plant their own native gardens.  Then the com-
pounding will really explode and you’ll be well on your way to accomplishing your 
mission: walking down your street will be like a walk down a country road. 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YOU TOO CAN HAVE A MISSION  
The Nature Conservancy of Canada has a mission 
The Nature Conservancy of Canada is a charity whose complete mission statement can 
be found at http://www.natureconservancy.ca/en/who-we-are/mission-values/.  In part, it 
reads as follows. 

“The Nature Conservancy of Canada (NCC): protects areas of natural diversity for 
their intrinsic value and for the benefit of our children and those after them. 

“We will secure important natural areas through their purchase, donation or other 
mechanisms, and then manage these properties for the long term. 

“The Earth's biological diversity is being lost at a rate that impoverishes our qual-
ity of life and threatens our future. 

“NCC's work is guided by the belief that our society will be judged by what it creates in 
the present and what it conserves for the future.” 

This can be your mission 
NCC “protects areas of natural diversity for their intrinsic value”.  In other words, NCC 
protects areas that are currently natural so that they will remain natural.  Their mission is 
not to convert our gardens into “areas of natural diversity” even though doing so would 
be of huge benefit to nature and our planet.  It just isn’t its mission.  However, we can 
make this our mission. 

You and I can convert our gardens and our front and back yards into areas of 
natural diversity. So, how do we do this?  By choosing to provide food and shelter to 
wildlife by incorporating as many and as varied native plants into our suburban proper-
ties as we can in order to give nature a place to live amongst us. 

Or simply this 
If this big mission thing is just too much for you, there is nothing wrong with just 
adding additional natives to your garden. Go to a nursery that sells natives, choose 
ones whose sun and moisture requirements are found in your yard, plant them, and 
practice the Healthy Gardening Style taught later in this guide.  To pack a real punch, 
choose a baby tree.  A tree packs the most ecological benefit into one single plant. 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DO YOU REALIZE YOUR LAWN IS A GARDEN 
Your lawn is a garden that consists of maybe three different species of plants (grasses), 
probably all of them non-native.  From the point of view of nature it is an Ecological 
Desert - it provides almost nothing in the way of food or shelter.  If you go and look at 
your front lawn right now you might see a robin or starling, maybe some bees if you 
have clover or dandelions, and maybe sparrows if you have crabgrass gone to seed.  If 
you have grubs you might have holes courtesy of skunks driving you to distraction.  
That is all you’ll see if luck is on nature’s side. 

But worse than an ecological desert, your lawn is what biologists call an Ecological 
Sink.  It is a sink in that it sucks up more resources than it gives back.  It takes human 
time, energy, and dollars, plus electricity, gasoline, water, fertilizer, weed killer, a lawn-
mower, and maybe a leaf blower.  In return it gives back only green you can walk on. 

If birds, bees, and butterflies depended on your lawn for life they would all starve to 
death … and starve to death they did.  Your yard and suburbia in general are in fact a 
principle cause of the precipitous decline of wildlife species in North America.  (Bringing 
Nature Home, Douglas W. Tallamy; pages 29-37) 

And if it is green because of lawnmowers, leaf blowers, fertilizers, weed killers, and co-
pious watering, and it most surely is, then it isn’t green at all.  Sorry. 

But enough of the guilt trip.  I just want to ask you, “What do you use your front lawn 
for?”  I believe most people use it to keep their neighbours off their back. 

Wouldn’t you rather exchange your lawn for a meadow or open woods filled with grass-
es, flowers, shrubs, and trees that bloom all season long and that require just about 
zero maintenance from you?  Even a 100% alien flower garden probably provides more 
benefits to the planet.  Your yard could be a life-saving oasis for songbirds, honeybees, 
and butterflies in a suburban sea of ecological deserts.  This also holds true for the 
wastelands of planet-lawn found in front of institutions such as schools, hospitals, office 
buildings, and government buildings.  Just replace it with a variety of native plants.  Is 
there any living thing that would not prefer a street lined with gardens? 

Exchanging your lawn for a native garden is one of the most powerful things you 
can do to restore the planet while at the same time creating beauty and free time 
for yourself.  You can kiss mowing, fertilizing, watering, raking, weed killers, and 
pesticides goodbye. 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Your ornamental flowers are GORGEOUS 
I am not telling you to pull out all the gorgeous flowers you love, even if they are 
ornamental, alien plants that come from some other land across the ocean. 

I suspect very few committed native plant gardeners have only natives in their gardens.  
Ornamental flowers are just too beautiful to toss out and many of us have sentimental 
attachment to the flowers we grew up with. 

This guide is about native plant gardens.  However, in your garden you can include as 
many or as few natives as you want.  Every additional native is a good thing and, of 
course, the more you have then the more good things. 

Here are some suggestions for incorporating natives into your current garden plan. 

1. Include just a few natives and continue your gardening while practicing the Healthy 
Gardening Style taught later in this guide. 

2. Convert only one of your gardens into a native garden.  Choose a part of your prop-
erty that perhaps isn’t that important to you: the other side of the fence, the far side 
of the house, the area no one sees, the part that’s almost all shade, the area under 
the cedars and pines where nothing else will grow.  Nature isn’t proud.  There are 
native plants that will thrive in these areas and the birds, bees, and butterflies will be 
happy to slum it if they can find the food and shelter they seek. 

3. Add a native vine or shrub to a corner of your yard.  Some shrubs are quite small 
and vines take up minimal ground space so they can fit in anywhere. 

4. Leave your gardens untouched but replace your lawn with short native grasses, 
sedges and flowers.  You’ll have a meadow surrounded by your big, bright, gor-
geous ornamentals. 

5. One of the easiest, simplest, and most powerful changes you can make to our 
world is to plant a baby native tree. Because of its size, copious flowers, fruits, 
and roots, its carbon capture, oxygen production, and long lifespan a tree packs the 
biggest ecological punch into a single plant.  Yet, by choosing a baby it will make an 
almost negligible change to your life and property, if that is what you want.  Think of 
that.  You can introduce one single plant into your yard and benefit the planet for 
decades, maybe even centuries to come, with almost zero work from you.  Also re-
member that trees vary in their mature sizes, from a few metres tall like the little 
Canada Plum (prunier noir) to the big, huge Bur Oak (chêne à gros fruits), so you 
can choose the tree that fits itself into your life.  Every yard with a large tree on it 
should have a small tree growing within its shadow. 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FEAR OF SUCCESS 
Readers have expressed fears that if they follow the teachings of this guide that not only 
their yards but even the insides of their houses are going to be inundated by wildlife. 

I don’t think so.  I think what you will see is an increase in the numbers and varieties of 
birds, bees, and butterflies in your neighbourhood.  I think you will hear in your streets 
the sounds of nature that are more commonly heard at a summer retreat.  You might 
see an increase in the numbers of chipmunks, rabbits, and maybe even fox.  (Mosqui-
toes depend on standing water and raccoons on household garbage, so don’t leave 
garbage accessible and change standing water every few days.) 

In other words, it will be like living in the country, and as far as I’m aware people living in 
the country are doing just fine.  Do you find it stressful to go out into the countryside and 
take a walk through the woods?  Do you find yourself being overrun by wildlife?  I don’t 
think your street will become more stressful, but in fact, offer a soothing distraction from 
your every day cares.  The evidence surrounds me in my own tiny garden every single 
day of the year. 

We know that we are decimating many of North America’s bird species.  Would it be so 
terrible to see an increase in the numbers of songbirds on your street? 

Wildlife is not a scary word.  It just means “nature” and in the suburbs this means 
mostly birds, honeybees, bumblebees, and butterflies.  Boo. 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WHERE CAN YOU GARDEN 
Anywhere You can grow native plants anywhere you can grow any other plant.  In the 
back garden, side garden, and in the front yard.  You can grow native flowers, grasses, 
sedges, ferns, vines, trees, shrubs.  You can grow them where it’s dry, where it’s damp, 
in the pond, where there’s clay, where there’s sand, up the fence and wall, in rock gar-
dens, sand dunes, in the shade and in the sun.  You can grow miniature, short, medium, 
tall, giant, skinny, wide; in almost every colour of the spectrum, visible to you or not.  No 
restraints. 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Pour les Jardiniers Francophones 
Je m'excuse que je n'ai pas un guide en langue française.  Cependant, Flora Quebeca, 
que vous pouvez retrouver ici, http://www.floraquebeca.qc.ca/, 
est la société de plantes indigènes au Québec et ils sont là pour vous aider. 
Fédération canadienne de la faune fait la liste des fournisseurs de plantes indigènes 
du Québec: http://cwf-fcf.org/fr/ressources/gens-proprietaires/fournisseurs-de-plantes-
indigenes/index-1-1.html 

 
WHERE TO SHOP 
Do not dig up plants from the wild. The wild is wild and does not belong to you. 

The first places to go are your larger, local nurseries.  They carry the more common na-
tive plants such as the ones listed on page 15.  Take a clerk around to show you where 
the natives are.  They’re most likely spread out all over the store.  Show the clerk your 
list of desired plants.  If this clerk isn’t helpful then find another.  Don’t let them frustrate 
you.  They’re looking for an easy sale.  Remember your mission. 

After that, go to your nearest native plant nurseries.  The Canadian Wildlife Federation 
has lists of nurseries by province: 
http://cwf-fcf.org/en/resources/gardening/native-plant-suppliers-new/native-plant-suppli-
ers/ 

Caveat: The following lists come without guarantees.  Buyer beware.  Remember to 
read the product labels carefully.  Not every nursery is careful about selling plants that 
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are truly native to your area.  Be sure to always ask.  Also, even though I know it isn’t 
easy, try not to be tempted by the ornamentals they stock.  Remember your mission.  
Tell the clerk straight off that you only want plants native to your region. 

When a nursery doesn’t provide a Website you can usually phone or email for a cata-
logue. 

Bristol, Beaux Arbres, 819-647-2404: offer nursery propagated plants native to the Ot-
tawa valley and garden-worthy plants from eastern North America; (limited hours - 
please phone ahead); 80% native.  https://beauxarbres.ca/

Bromont, Jardin Marisol, 450-534-4515: wildflower seeds (perennials and annuals); 
seed mixes based on their own experience in the garden.  Email: fla4us@hotmail.com 

Gatineau, M. Majella Larochelle, 819-962-4472: seeds and plants, retail and whole-
sale.  Their Website has on-line ordering and lots of photographs: 
http://mlarochelle.net/ 

N.D. Ile Perrot, Ferme du Moulin / Windmill Farm, 514-453-9757 and 514-453-9189: 
sell any plant, seed, tubes, etc that has more than just cosmetic value. 
Email: windmillfarmorganics@qc.aibn.ca 

Oka, Oka Fleurs, 450-479-6963: ornamental grasses and special perennials; 
20% native.  http://www.okafleurs.com 

Ripon, Les Jardins d’Emmarocalles, 819-983-6476: Jardin de démonstration de 5 
acres, présentant 1 500 cultivars d'hémérocalles, plus de 1 000 variétés de vivaces et 
arbustes, y compris indigènes et végétaux pour la revitalisation des bandes riveraines. 
Plantes en vente à la pépinière (fermé mercredi). 
Email: info@jardinsdemmarocalles.com 

Sainte-Jude, Les Plantations Vert Foret, 450-792-6443 or 450-792-2036: 
a large selection of seedlings;  90% native.  Email: vforet@ntic.qc.ca 

Sainte-Ursule, Nutcracker Nursery, 819-386-4834: grow and provide nut trees, oaks 
and rare trees, potted and bare roots that are not easily found in Eastern Canada; 60% 
native.  http://www.nutcrackernursery.com/ 

St. Ambroise-de-Chicoutimi, Pepiniere Boucher Enr., 418-672-2808: 
grow native plants, conifers, broadleaf and fruit trees from plugs to wire baskets; 
hardiness zone 2-3; 50% native.  Email: pepiniere.boucher@qc.aira.com 
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Saint-Charles Boromee, Pepiniere Lafeuillee, 450-759-5458: supply native species, 
including oaks, hardy hazels and nut trees; no chemicals and low prices; not a garden 
centre; 50% native.  Email: lafeuillee@intermonde.net 

St. Adolphe - D’Howard, Pepiniere Rustique, 819-327-2225: wholesale and retail nurs-
ery; specialize in herbaceous native plants; 100% native. 
http://www.pepiniererustique.com 

Ulverton, Indigo, 819-826-3314 or 877-666-3314: wholesale nursery offering more than 
200 species of native plants, all nursery propagated; grown in containers ranging from 
plug-cell to 2-gallon size.  http://www.horticulture-indigo.com 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CREATING YOUR GARDEN  (the fun part begins) 
In six steps you can create a fantastic garden that will benefit the planet forever 
with a minimum of work from you. 

1. Determine the type of garden you will have 
2. Choose all the varieties of native plants that suit your garden type 
3. Create and keep healthy, fertile soil 
4. Create and keep a healthy Under Garden 
5. Practice the Healthy Gardening Style 
6. Attract birds, bees, and butterflies 

(Remember, if this looks like too much work there is nothing wrong with just adding 
more natives to your yard and that a tree, even a baby tree, packs the most benefit into 
one single plant.  Then practice the Healthy Gardening Style.) 

IMPORTANT CONCEPT: What is Garden Integrity? 
The Integrity of a garden is a measurement of the garden’s ability to fend for itself 
against weeds, pests, drought, flood, and foraging animals.  The greater the In-
tegrity then the greater the strength of your garden and the less it depends on 
your labour for survival. 

Lets consider a person who has high Integrity.  This person is up-to-date on his vac-
cines, exercises regularly, eats healthy, has a good education, a decent job, friends, 
money in the bank, unemployment insurance, a drug plan, a medical plan, a dental 
plan, a trustworthy friend or partner, and a sound and insured home.  A person missing 
any of these things has a chink in their armour, a weakness in their Integrity. 

Now consider a wheat field in the middle of the prairies.  Unless this wheat field has a 
caring farmer, you, who prepares the land, fertilizes, spreads pesticides, weed killer, and 
fungicides, maintains good fencing to keep cattle and neighbours out, and a watering 
system for between rains then this wheat field would be at the mercy of the world.  This 
garden wouldn't have any armour at all except luck.  It would not have any Integrity. 

You don’t want that.  Your goal is to build into your garden maximum Integrity, i.e. 
the ability to fend for itself against the wild, wild world; a good strong garden that can 
survive without a lot of work from you.  All you have to do is follow the 6 Steps listed 
above. 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#1 Determine your Garden Type

1. DETERMINE YOUR GARDEN TYPE 
You can’t have a garden with any Integrity if you are trying to grow the wrong 
garden. This is the first step in creating a garden with Integrity.  It is an easy step that 
ensures you don’t, for example, plant a wheat field inside a forest. 

Simplifying things, the kind of garden you will have depends on the amount of sun and 
moisture your garden site receives. 

YOUR GARDEN SITE    YOUR GARDEN TYPE 
Water saturated for at least part of the year: Lowland (des milieux humides)  
All sun; dry soil:     Prairie (des prairies)  
All sun; average to moist soil:   Meadow (des prés)  
Part sun/shade but more sun than shade: Open Woods (de la savane)  
Part shade/sun but more shade than sun: Forest Glade (de la clairiére)  
Mostly shade:     Forest Floor (du sol de la forêt)  

Special Note: I am not using the correct botanic habitat names for garden types.  This 
guide is for suburbia and I’m using the names that I think make the most sense for back 
and front yard gardens, which in reality are artificial habitats.  There also exist other 
kinds of gardens, e.g. rock, aquatic, shoreline, etc, but this guide concentrates on the 
most common types in suburbia. 

So, six descriptive names for the possible kinds of gardens you can have.  What differ-
ence does this make as you wander your nursery aisles choosing plants?  Not much.  
You will still be choosing plants by matching the amount of sun and moisture the plants 
require and the amount of sun and moisture your garden site offers. 

Yet, by describing your garden by its inherent characteristics you can immediately visu-
alize in your mind’s eye exactly what kind of garden you will have.  Your neighbour has 
a “garden” but this doesn’t give you any information about its kind or its characteristics.  
But as soon as you say, “I have a Prairie in the front yard while my neighbour has a 
Forest Floor in the backyard”, you can immediately visualize these two gardens and the 
differences between them. 

Even more importantly, you can do a much better job of creating Integrity if you change 
the way you think of your garden and where it fits into the world’s ecosystems. 

You will be much more successful if you know right at the very beginning the kind of 
garden you are aiming for.  Looking out over your watery site and saying to yourself, 
“This shall be a fantastic garden!” is like starting with a blank slate when you don’t have 
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a blank slate at all.  You start off with a massive advantage when you look out over your 
site and state, “This shall be a fantastic Lowland Garden full of moisture loving plants 
and all the nature a lowland will attract!”.  Now that’s starting off on the right foot. 

By visualizing your future garden by its inherent characteristics, for example as a Forest 
Glade, you, the designer of your garden, immediately have a real forest glade as a tem-
plate in your mind as the goal for your garden-to-be.  It gives you an idea about what 
your garden will look like.  It tells you about the nature you and your glade will be at-
tracting.  It immediately begins to tell you the kind of plants that will thrive. 

It helps you to be realistic about choosing plants.  In your heart you may want a full sun 
Meadow garden with big, tall, bright flowers.  But if you have shade-casting trees creat-
ing a Forest Floor, unless you plan on chopping down these trees a Meadow garden 
cannot be.  You can save money and frustration by not choosing plants that are des-
tined to die in your garden.  (Been there.  Done that.)  Shed a tear and move on. 

Many books and nursery catalogues state the botanic habitats where the plants are 
found in nature.  Some are found mostly on sand dunes, some in lowlands, some in 
fields, some in the half sun/shade of forest edges, and so on.  When you know which of 
these habitats is your goal then you can more easily choose the right plants for your 
garden. 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Lowland Garden  
Lucky you.  In a Lowland you can grow plants that won’t grow anywhere else and that 
will attract the nature that no other garden can.  Note that a Lowland may be just a spot 
that is low and wet, a slough, an eavestrough downspout area, or a Vernal Pool that has 
standing water only in the spring.  It is not a pond nor permanent puddle, but it is the 
ground surrounding them.  Also note that a Lowland can exist within any of the other 
garden types. 

Prairie Garden 
Lucky you.  A Prairie can be one of the more understated, sophisticated gardens or it 
can be one of the brightest with the boldest blossoms, but it is also the toughest garden 
that requires the very least amount of work because it survives the driest conditions.  In 
nature a prairie consists mostly of grasses intermingled with flowers.  Prairie gardens 
are often called Pocket Prairies. 

Meadow Garden 
Lucky you.  With all that sun and moisture you can grow the tallest plants with the 
brightest and most prolific blossoms and that will provide homes for many little meadow 
animals.  In nature a meadow consists mostly of grasses intermingled with flowers. 

Open Woods Garden  
Lucky you.  All the benefits of a meadow but with a sprinkling of shrubs and trees added 
to the palette.  In the wild an open woods consists mostly of grasses intermingled with 
flowers, plus trees and shrubs in thickets, with no more than 25% shade in total. 

Forest Glade Garden 
Lucky you.  A peaceful privacy with sun shining through the trees highlighting the plant 
and wildlife that find shelter there.  For the sake of simplicity Forest Edge is included 
within the term Forest Glade, i.e. half sun/half shade. 

Forest Floor Garden 
Lucky you.  Peace, quiet, and serenity are yours.  Sit on a bench, watch the wildlife that 
comes to your feet, and listen to the birds that flit through the shrubs and trees. 

Most front yard lawns in Québec are wanna-be forests. If your yard wants to be a 
lowland, I commend your pioneer spirit. 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Not all dirt is the same 
The books Healthy Soils for Sustainable Gardens, Introductory Botany, and Soil Biology 
Primer recommended on pages 105 and 106 go into much more detail about soil. 

There are three types of dirt 
There is sand, which has large particles.  There is silt which has medium sized particles.  
And there is clay which has tiny sized particles.  (Gravel is not considered dirt.)  Most 
soil is composed of all three types in various amounts.  It isn’t usually important unless 
your soil is composed of a very high proportion of sand or a very high proportion of clay. 

Just so you know, the ideal sand, silt, and clay combination is called loam and is com-
posed of 40% each of sand and silt, and 20% clay.  You do not need this ideal ratio to 
garden successfully. 

Some plants prefer to grow in lots of sand. These are the kinds of plants that require 
good drainage and are often found growing on sand dunes or in prairies.  The thing 
about sand is that because the particles are so large water flows right through and out 
creating very dry conditions (except along water’s edges).  See page 60 for a list of 
plants that prefer sandy soil. 

There are even natives that prefer gravelly soil which has super-duper drainage. 

Some plants don’t like so much to grow in sand because they need more moisture.  
Generally speaking, the more sand, the dryer your soil. 

There are many plants that won’t grow in clay because the small particles create a 
heavy, dense texture.  However, because it holds on to moisture tightly its presence is 
an asset.  See page 62 for a list of plants that can tolerate lots of clay. 

Most plants do well somewhere between lots of sand and lots of clay. So the kind 
of soil you have really only matters to you if you have lots of one or the other or you 
choose sand-loving plants.  Still, it’s a good idea to know your soil before going shop-
ping. 

If you have lots of one or the other there is a good chance you already know it.  If you’re 
not sure, ask a neighbour.  If no one knows then you probably have average soil.  If 
you’re worried, there is a very simple test you can do called the Sedimentation Test of 
Soil that will determine your type for you.  You can find instructions on the Internet. 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Soil can be Acidic or Alkaline or Neutral 
The pH Scale: scientists use the pH scale to indicate acidity and alkalinity.  It commonly 
goes from 0 to 14.  If you’re interested in more information the Internet has it for you. 

Acidic: On the pH scale acidity is from 0 (very strong) to 6.9 (very weak).  Household 
vinegar is a fairly weak acid (pH 2.4) and Hydrochloric Acid a very strong acid (pH 0).  
Greater than average acidic soil tends to be found under conifers (cedars, pines, firs, 
tamarack, hemlock), oaks and in bogs. 

Neutral: 7 on the pH scale.  Neutral is neither acidic nor alkaline.  It’s right in the middle. 

Alkaline: from 7.1 (weak) to 14 (strong).  Very alkaline soil is rare in Québec suburbia, 
but tends to be found with limestone and dolomite, and in fens. 

Most Plants prefer slightly acidic soil (pH 6.2 to 6.8), can tolerate slightly alkaline soil 
(up to pH 7.5), but cannot tolerate extremes. 

Some Plants prefer or can tolerate more acidic soils.  These plants are perfect for un-
der conifers.  See page 64 for a list of some of these plants. 

Determining the pH of your Soil: If you’re worried about your pH there is a simple test 
kit you can buy in nurseries. 

Soil can be Calcareous  
Calcareous soil contains lots of calcium, is alkaline, and tends to be found around lime-
stone and dolomite.  There are plants that prefer calcareous, but most do not. 

Bottom Line Advice: sometimes people don’t like the soil they were given so they try 
to change it by trucking in soil amendments.  It doesn’t work.  Love your soil and choose 
the plants that suit, i.e. the plants that evolved to live in your yard the way it is. 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2. CHOOSE ALL THE VARIETIES THAT SUIT YOUR  
    GARDEN TYPE 
Choose the plants that belong to your garden type’s Community and you increase 
the chances of those plants survival. 

The more varieties of natives you choose then the greater your garden’s Integrity 
and the more varieties of birds, bees and butterflies it will attract, which in itself 
will again further increase its Integrity. 

IMPORTANT CONCEPT: What is Community? 
People live in communities.  Communities differ: big city, inner city, suburbia, town, rich, 
poor, ethnic, farming, university, factory, etc.  Each community has unique attributes that 
attract specific kinds of people who are different than the people attracted to the other 
types. 

Furthermore, the different people in a community perform different roles that benefit 
every community member: parent, child, teacher, student, mayor, street cleaner, fire-
fighter, doctor, undertaker, and many, many more.  If any of these roles were empty, the 
community would immediately begin a search for someone to perform that role.  You 
could say that a community with an unfilled role has a weakness in its Integrity and all 
its members would suffer. 

Plants and animals also live in Communities and everything I said about human com-
munities is true for garden Communities. 

In Step 1 you identified your Garden Type.  Each one of these forms a Community pop-
ulated with the nature that are attracted to the attributes of that specific garden type.  
You will not find prairie plants and animals living in a forest and vice versa.  Prairie 
plants and animals would die in a forest.  Lowlands attract their own unique set of plants 
and animals that would die if someone tried to grow them where it’s dry.  This is Com-
munity.  Nature searches out and locates themselves in the Community that provides 
the environment they require in order to survive. 

When a plant or animal lives in its own Community it finds itself living with the very 
neighbours, other Community citizens (plants, insects, animals, bacteria, fungi), that it’s 
been living beside for millions of years.  During this time they have just gone hog wild 
evolving and adapting to each other and to their Community’s attributes like nobody’s 
business.  The plants, insects, bees, mammals, birds, etc that live in a Community are 
star crossed lovers, boy and girl next door.  They were made for each other.  Best 
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friends forever.  They each would die without the other.  This isn’t literary license.  This 
is ecological fact. 

All you have to do to prove this point is walk out into a field, look around you, and note 
the nature.  Now walk into a forest.  Is anything the same?  There is no way it could 
ever be the same because all the prairie plants that found themselves in a forest then 
died from lack of sun and too much moisture and all the wildlife that depended on prairie 
plants for food and shelter died as soon as the prairie plants bit the dust.  The differ-
ences between Prairie and Meadow is more subtle but it still makes a difference to 
which plants and animals would survive. 

In other words, when choosing plants, choose the ones that belong to your gar-
den type’s Community and they will stand a much better chance of survival. 

Each plant variety has survived for millions of years because it fits an ecological niche in 
its Community that no other native can fill better.  You can think of a niche as a house 
that either can be filled with a productive member of the Community performing its eco-
logical role (job), or that can be left empty, or, worse, filled with incompetent riff-raff, an 
alien plant. 

If you leave a niche empty then you are leaving that house empty and there won’t be 
any plant fulfilling its role.  There will be birds, bees and butterflies and other wildlife that 
will lack the benefit of this missing plant doing its job (e.g. being eaten), and they will go 
home hungry and empty handed to their young.  You yourself will miss the opportunity 
to enjoy its unique beauty.  A non-native plant filling this house does not provide as 
many benefits to the Community because it will not be performing the ecological role of 
the native.  It’s a lazy, good-for-nothing bum. 

The plants that live in a Community behave like neighbours.  They help each other out.  
For instance, a plant that is being eaten by bugs will release a hormone that can signal 
the neighbouring plants to ramp up their self-defence mechanisms by making their tis-
sues less appetizing to the pests.  The roots of different species of trees, but of the 
same Community, have been found to join together underground to form grafts through 
which the different trees exchange dissolved sugars and other materials such as hor-
mones.  Just like neighbours lending a cup of sugar.  This has been seen in 160 differ-
ent tree species.  (Introductory Botany, Linda Berg; page 123) 

Plants in a Community fight each other for survival, but at the same time they have all 
found a way to survive together as neighbours for millions of years.  Otherwise one of 
the species would have gone extinct a long time ago. 
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Native plants, as part of their role, provide the necessary food for the foraging wildlife of 
their Community, be they deer, rabbits, or insects, yet at the same time they have all 
found a way to survive together.  Otherwise either the plants or the wildlife that eat them 
would have gone extinct a long time ago. 

It is sometimes recommended to plant a whole bunch of one plant all together to make 
an impact on the eye and also to make it easier for the bees and butterflies to find them.  
Fine.  But also remember that the more varieties you grow the more varieties of nature 
you will attract.  Insects tend to be specialists.  (Bringing Nature Home, Douglas W. Tal-
lamy; page 52)  If your garden doesn’t have the plant they have evolved to eat then they 
just won’t show up in your garden.  Probably the best known example of this is the rela-
tionship between Monarch butterflies and Milkweed plants.  No Milkweeds?  No baby 
Monarchs in your yard!  So the more varieties of plants in your garden the more vari-
eties of nature you will attract and keep. 

Also, if you’ve amassed one kind of plant because it looks just spectacular when in 
flower, remember that until it is blooming and after it is finished blooming your garden 
will have next to nothing in bloom, no colour, and the bees and butterflies will fly away.  
Dull, dull, dull.  When you plant all the varieties that suit your garden type, you will have 
something blooming, guaranteed, from the first warm days of spring until the frosts of 
winter and there will always be blossoms to attract bees, butterflies, and neighbours.  
Beautiful. 

If you choose only a few varieties and some evil pestilence strikes one then your garden 
will be devastated.  Choose as many varieties as you can and it will survive.  The more 
varieties the greater the Integrity and the stronger it will be.  There is strength in num-
bers.  Note that the larger the garden and the more neighbours you have with native 
gardens then the more space you will have to allow you to amass one kind of plant for 
effect and still have room for all the other varieties. 

This is biodiversity - the very foundation of ecology 
The more varieties of your garden type’s plant Community you choose, then the 
more varieties of birds, bees and butterflies are attracted, the more ecological 
niches are filled with native life forms performing their roles, and hence, the 
greater is your garden’s Integrity since it is closer to its natural state; nobody 
needs to garden the prairies, meadows, or forests because the Community mem-
bers are doing it for themselves.  This is known as Ecological Functioning. 

Biological diversity is the key to the maintenance of the world as we know it. 
E.O. Wilson, honoured American biologist. 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The importance of Vines, Trees, and Shrubs 
Adding native vines, trees, and shrubs into your garden will increase its biodiver-
sity which will again further increase its Integrity, and make it much more lush and 
leafy. 

Vines: if you have a fence on your property then vines are a must.  They will hide the 
fence, hide the neighbours, look attractive, provide leaves, berries, and shelter for 
wildlife, yet not take up ground space.  Many are also wonderful ground covers and gain 
beauty in the fall when their leaves change colour. 

Shrubs: besides being attractive and providing privacy for you, plus leaves, berries and 
shelter for wildlife, more bird’s nests are built in the shrub layer than in tree canopies.  
(Bringing Nature Home, Douglas W. Tallamy; page 140)  Again, they often become es-
pecially attractive in fall when their leaves change colour. 

Trees: immense amounts of flowers, fruits, leaves, bark, cavities, and roots that provide 
food and shelter for tons of crawly things, flying things, climbing things, and other plants 
365 days of the year.  Then there is carbon capture, oxygen production, water conser-
vation, and shade.  Win, win, win, win, win.  A tree gives you the most benefit in one 
single plant. 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The importance of Drab, Ugly, and Hurtful Plants 
Adding drab, ugly, and hurtful plants into your garden will increase its biodiversi-
ty which will again further increase its Integrity. 

Not all native plants are drop dead gorgeous.  Do they have to be?  Perhaps the Ameri-
can Hazelnut in my backyard doesn’t have what you would call classic good looks, yet it 
still creates a nice hedge and produces the very same hazelnuts that we humans eat 
and enjoy.  The Bluejays and chipmunks eat them too.  Drab plants are still loved and 
needed by nature. 

Canada Wood Nettle is growing in my front yard.  It’s a beautiful lush green with airy 
blossoms and it turns a lovely yellow in late fall.  My nursery sells it.  If the fancy were to 
take me to take off my clothes and roll around in the garden, the nettles would sting me 
all over and yet still produce the preferred food of the Red Admiral Butterfly caterpillar.  
Hurtful plants are still loved and needed by nature. 

So don’t turn your back on plants that are not the most beautiful you’ve ever seen.  Na-
ture needs these plants just as much as the more popular ones and they increase your 
garden’s Integrity by performing their different ecological roles. 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

Big, Bold, and Beautiful Flowers 
Yes, we love our blossoms to be big, bold, and gorgeous.  However, there is more to 
nature’s palette than blossoms that are so big and bold you can see them from 
down the street. 

When younger I easily learned to love The Beatles: big, bold, bright, and easy to appre-
ciate.  Decades later I still enjoy their music but I’ve also learned to love Puccini’s The 
Humming Chorus.  Many native plants have blossoms along the lines of The Beatles, 
but many are like The Humming Chorus.  They are exquisite and powerful and beautiful 
in their delicateness.  Their colours are pure.  Their varied shapes amazing.  I ask you 
to learn to appreciate the subtle beauty of the flowers that nature gave us.  Music 
makes a nice metaphor, but I prefer to see my garden, if you allow me an extravagance, 
as spangled with diamonds, pearls, rubies, emeralds, stars, moons, and suns. 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The importance of having lots of Grass in your garden 
Adding native grass into your garden will increase its biodiversity and thereby 
increase its Integrity, plus make it much more lush and verdant. 

In this guide the term grass is used to include grasses, sedges and rushes. 

If you go to a good native plant nursery you will find that they sell grass.  Why would you 
want to grow plain old grass with your lovely flowers?  Grass is found growing every-
where: in lowlands, prairies, meadows, open woods, and forest floors.  In fact, you can-
not have true Prairie, Meadow, or Open Woods habitats without lots and lots of grass.  It 
is the most common citizen by far of these Communities. 

By filling in the spaces between your flowers with grass you are filling available ecologi-
cal niches in your garden’s Community.  Remember that these niches are like houses.  
If you leave them empty they are liable to be filled by alien weeds that are non-produc-
tive members in your Community.  Fill the houses with native grass and these good 
Community citizens will perform their jobs and provide food and shelter to wildlife. 

Have you ever bought cut flowers from the florist without something green being added 
to the bouquet?  Florists know that this green helps show off the colours of the blos-
soms to make them look their best.  Your flowers look better with grass.  Use it to fill in 
the spaces between your flowers with beautiful natural green and not, say, wood chips 
year after year. 

Grass provides beautiful rich shades of green with tall, graceful leaf blades that sway in 
the breeze and catch the sun, moonlight, dew, and frost.  They have a calm, cooling af-
fect on the mind.  Their seed heads are held high, are varied and interesting, and in win-
ter are picturesque standing above the snow. 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

Grasses are lifesavers to wildlife You might not have thought it important, but all 
grasses bloom if not mown, and are pollinated not by bees but by the wind.  These 
flowers produce copious amounts of seeds held above the snow throughout winter.  Lit-
tle birds need to find these seeds, as tiny as they are, to enable them to survive.  They 
cannot eat seeds they can’t find under the snow. 

Grass provides protection and shelter for little ground animals from predators like hawks 
and cats and they also hide the little entrances to their little homes. 

Do you ever wonder how on the first warm days of spring there are bugs already flying 
and crawling about?  Some of these guys spent all winter hunkered down inside the 
stems and thatch of your grass.  So let the dead grass stems stand in the fall to last all 
winter right through into late, late spring before you cut them down. 

All the above is assuming you don’t mow your grass keeping it from reaching its natural 
height.  Long grass is not ugly.  It’s natural, the way it was meant to grow, long beautiful 
grass.  No one mows the prairies or meadows except fire and deer.  If you want to cut it, 
do it with hedge clippers no more than once a year in late spring when the weather’s 
warm, the snow is gone and wildlife has woken up out of their hidey-holes.  Let your 
grasses live the lives they were meant to live - tall and seedy - and your planet will ben-
efit.  “We were going to the long field which today looked like an ocean, although I had 
never seen an ocean; the grass was moving in the breeze and the cloud shadows 
passed back and forth and the trees in the distance moved”.  Shirley Jackson. 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The advantages of buying baby plants 
Baby plants have baby needs. Baby plants, also known as plugs, may be small but 
they also have smaller needs than newly planted big plants.  They require less water, 
they’re cheaper, you can afford more and they’re easier to transport and plant.  Enjoy 
the pleasure of watching them grow.  (The opposite of a “baby plant” are the full grown 
plants often for sale in non-native plant nurseries.) 

This is especially true with trees.  When you buy an already decently sized, big bucks 
sapling from a nursery, everything is big except the roots.  The nursery has chopped 
most of them off in order to get the tree to and into your garden.  Then, since it is miss-
ing most of them, you will have to make sure it gets lots and lots of water consistently 
for the next several years until it can replace the lost roots it needs to support a too big 
canopy.  Over the next few years your tree will be putting all its resources into growing 
them and you will not see any growth in the top.  It will just sit there.  If you plant a baby, 
it will have all its roots intact, won’t require as much obsessive care, and you’ll enjoy 
watching it grow from day one, just like a baby person. 

What might be even more important to you is that if you already have a big, mature 
tree on your property, you can plant a baby tree beside it so that the baby will someday 
grow up to be big and tall and replace the old tree many years later when it comes to 
the end of its life.  Just the way a baby person performs its role in life.  You can be pre-
pared for the future and not wait for the last moment when it’s too late. 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

You can buy plants or you can buy seeds 
Nurseries will sell you plants that they’ve been growing either in their greenhouses or 
gardens until they are of reasonable size to sell.  But these plants are not your only op-
tion because there are many places where you can buy your grasses, sedges, and 
flowers in seed form.  Also, trees are easy to start from nuts found on the ground. 

The advantages of buying seeds are that they are much cheaper, there are often rarer 
varieties available, and starting Prairie, Meadow, and Open Woods grasslands from 
seed can be much more practical and cheaper than planting individual pots by hand. 

The disadvantages of buying flowers in seed is that you’re starting from scratch and it’s 
often best to start them in their own pots to be babied.  Then when they have sufficient 
roots they need to be transplanted into your garden and babied again.  Just scattering 
the seeds into your garden is a hit and miss affair.  This is said not to discourage you.  
Many gardeners not only love to see their babies first spring out of the earth and even-
tually reaching adulthood, but they are very successful at it. 

You can sow grass and sedge seeds much the same way you would sow a lawn, but be 
sure to sow them directly into bare soil, not into the lawn.  Keep the soil consistently 
moist, not drenched, until germination and then water whenever the soil gets at all dry. 

Québec is blessed with several nurseries that specialize in native seed.  Look through 
the list of nurseries for these.  These people will also give you all the information you 
need.  Seeds are not expensive, so give them a shot. 

These common plants are not native 
Some plants are so ubiquitous you may be tempted to think they are native when, in 
truth, they are not.  Norway maple, weeping willow, blue spruce, Forsythia, winged burn-
ing bush, periwinkle, lily-of-the-valley, forget-me-nots, pachysandra, day lilies, and Eng-
lish and Boston ivies are not native nor particularly beneficial to this part of the world. 

The chestnut trees you see around town are not native to North America.  The American 
Chestnut (Castanea dentata) has effectively been brought to its knees by a fungus 
blight.  In Canada it is considered native only to southern Ontario.  However, according 
to the New England Wild Flower Society, it is native to almost every single county in 
New England, including the most northern reaches of Maine.  So I personally find it hard 
to believe that it has never, ever crossed the border into the Eastern Townships some-
where.  You might be interested in the Canadian Chestnut Council/Conseil Canadien du 
Châtaignie: http://www.canadianchestnutcouncil.ca/ or the American Chestnut Founda-
tion: http://www.accf-online.org 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Plants we could do better without 
These are common, non-native plants that provide little benefit to nature.  There are na-
tives that perform the same function but provide more benefits to your local bit of the 
planet.  The Website http://www.invadingspecies.com will teach you what you need to 
know about invading species; includes photographs.  The Brooklyn Botanic Garden All-
Region Guides series includes the book Native Alternatives to Invasive Plants. 

Boston Ivy:   -boring and invasive; use a native vine; 
English Ivy:   -boring and invasive; use a native vine; 
Creeping Bellflower:  -a pretty weed that will takeover your garden and lawn; 
Common Buckthorn: -an invasive weed; strangler of natural habitats; 
Dog Strangling Vine: -horrendous; overwhelms native plants in the wild; 
Privet Hedges:  -dull, dull, and boring; use short, native, flowering shrubs; 
Forget-me-nots:  -invasive; use a native ground cover; 
Garlic Mustard:  -simply and truly horrendous; do not tolerate it; 
Goutweed:   -simply and truly horrendous; do not tolerate it; 
Hostas:   -demonstrate lack of imagination and low I.Q.; 
Japanese Knotweed: -horribly invasive; Godzilla of the plant world; 
Japanese Honeysuckle: -boring; replace with a native vine or short shrubs; 
Lily-of-the-valley:  -invasive and will even break through your driveway; 
Norway Maple:  -The Death Star; almost nothing can grow beneath it; 
Pachysandra:  -just shoot me; a total waste of carbon compounds; 
Periwinkle:   -invasive; replace with a native ground cover; 
Porcelain Berry Vine: -an invasive monster we don’t need. 

Mindless ground covers 
Not everyone has the desire or time to be a gardener but they have some area of their 
property that needs covering, so they choose a mindless ground cover to do the job.  
There is nothing wrong with this, but some mindless ground covers are better than oth-
ers.  Needless to say, the native ones are way, way better than the non-natives because 
they make our world a better place by feeding and sheltering nature. 

Post Script: What am I thinking?
Every native plant garden is a “mindless ground cover” because you create 
your garden with the Integrity to fend for itself against weeds, pests, drought, 
flood, and foraging animals without time, work, and worry from you.  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#2 Choose all the Varieties

NATIVE PLANT LISTS 
Always defer to the information your nursery provides before buying a plant.  
These lists are intended as examples and to spur your imagination - not guaran-
tees in anyway.  Your nursery is your ultimate source of information. The lists are 
not comprehensive.  Not every plant listed may be native to your exact locale.  The 
Garden Type categories used do not correspond exactly with botanic Habitats but are 
adequate for suburban gardens.  The Website of Grand Moraine Growers is the princi-
ple source of these lists but any errors are my responsibility. 

Prairies, Meadows, and Open Woods exist on a spectrum varying by the amount of 
moisture in the soil (very dry, dry, average, moist) meaning that many plants can grow in 
any of these three garden types depending upon the plant’s adaptability.  Likewise, 
Open Woods, Forest Edges, Forest Glades, and Forest Floors exist on a spectrum vary-
ing by shade and the adaptability of individual plants.  In other words, many plants are 
much more versatile in their garden type than I can indicate in these lists. 

Goldenrod does not cause hay fever.  Ragweed, which blooms at the same time as 
goldenrod, is the guilty party.  Goldenrod is a friend to both you and nature. 

All plants have at least two names, their common and their scientific names.  Common 
names are used in this guide because scientific names scare people and the botanists 
keep changing them.  However, since many plants have many common names it’s con-
fusing.  Your nursery clerk should be able to help you in this matter. 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LOWLAND GARDEN  
A site that is water saturated for part of the year.  Depending upon the plant you may be 
able to grow it in soil that is simply moist and so be included in other garden types.  You 
can include the moisture loving plants from other garden types if planted in the soil sur-
rounding the watery area. These plant’s sun requirements are not taken into account. 

Flowers/Ferns/Horsetail:  Canada Anemone  Purple-stemmed Aster 
Flat-top White Aster   Water Avens   Common Boneset  
Cardinal Flower   Silverweed Cinquefoil Sensitive Fern 
Goldie’s Wood Fern   Spinulose Wood Fern Harlequin Blue Flag  
Bog Goldenrod   Grass-leaved Goldenrod Rough-leaved Goldenrod 
Variegated Horsetail   Spotted Joe Pye Weed Canada Lily   
Marsh Marigold   Purple Meadow-rue  Swamp Milkweed  
Monkeyflower   White Turtlehead  Blue Vervain 
Grasses:    Common Woolly Bulrush Dark-green Bulrush  
Prairie Cordgrass   Soft Rush   Bluejoint Reed Grass 
Vanilla Sweet Grass   Bladder Sedge  Fox Sedge   
Golden Sedge   Gray’s Sedge  Porcupine Sedge 
Trees/Shrubs:   Black Ash   Red Ash   
Alder-leaved Buckthorn  Eastern Buttonbush  Eastern White Cedar 
Virginia Choke Cherry  Black Chokeberry  Highbush Cranberry  
Wild Black Currant   Swamp Red Currant Bunchberry Dogwood 
Red-osier Dogwood   Silky Dogwood  Common Elderberry  
American Elm   Mountain Fly-honeysuckle  Mountain Maple  
White Meadowsweet  Nannyberry   Dwarf Raspberry  
Swamp Rose    Tamarack   Willow (not Weeping) 
Common Winterberry 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

LE JARDIN DES MILIEUX HUMIDES 

Les fleurs:    anémone du Canada aster de l'Ouest  
aster à ombelles   benoîte des ruisseaux eupatoire perfoliée  
lobélie cardinale   potentille ansérine  onoclée sensible  
dryoptère de Goldie   dryoptère spinuleuse iris versicolore  
verge d'or des marais  verge d'or à feuilles de graminée;   verge d'or rugueuse 
prêle panachée   eupatoire maculée  lis du Canada  
populage des marais  pigamon pourpré  asclépiade incarnate       
mimule à fleurs entrouvertes galane glabre  verveine hastée 
Les herbes:    scirpe souchet  scirpe noirâtre  
spartine pectinée   jonc épars   calamagrostide du Canada 
hiérochloé odorante   carex gonflé   carex vulpinoïde  
carex doré    carex de Gray  carex porc-épic 
Les arbres/arbustes:  frêne noir   frêne rouge   
nerprun à feuilles d'aulne  céphalanthe occidental thuya occidental  
cerisier de Virginie   aronie à fruits noirs  viorne trilobée  
gadellier d'Amérique  gadellier amer  quatre-temps  
cornouiller hart-rouge  cornouiller oblique  sureau blanc   
orme d'Amérique   chèvrefeuille velu  érable à épis   
spirée blanche   viorne flexible  ronce pubescente  
rosier palustre   mélèze laricin  saul (non pleureur)  
houx verticillé 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PRAIRIE GARDEN  
Full sun, dry conditions.  Excellent for full sun, front yards you never want to touch.  Just 
remember to water them well for the first three years and practice the Healthy Garden-
ing Style.  Many Meadow plants can be added to a Prairie if you’re willing to water dur-
ing droughts.  Real prairies consist mostly of grasses interspersed with flowers. 

Flowers:   Long-headed Anemone  Tall Anemone  
Hairy Beardtongue  Wild Bergamot   Prairie Blazing-star  
Round-head Bush-clover Old Field Cinquefoil   Silverweed Cinquefoil 
Tall Cinquefoil  Common Evening Primrose Grey-stemmed Goldenrod 
Butterfly Milkweed  Common Milkweed   Virginia Mountain-mint 
Oxeye/False Sunflower Canada Tick-trefoil   Hoary Vervain 

Grasses:   Big Bluestem    Little Bluestem  
Kalm’s Brome  Sand Dropseed   Rough Bent Grass  
Yellow Indian Grass  Prairie June Grass   Old Switch Panic Grass 
Canada Wild Rye  Bristle-leaved Sedge 

Shrubs:   Sand Cherry    Depressed Juniper  
Creeping Juniper  Carolina Rose   Prickly Rose   
Kalm's St. John's-wort Thin-leaved Snowberry  Soapberry/Buffaloberry 
Fragrant Sumac  New Jersey Tea 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LE JARDIN DES PRAIRIES 

Les fleurs:   anémone cylindrique anémone de Virginie  
penstémon hirsute  monarde fistuleuse  liatris à épi dense  
lespédèze capitée  potentille simple  potentille ansérine   
potentille âcre  onagre bisannuelle  verge d'or à dix fleurs  
asclépiade de l'intérieur asclépiade commune pycnanthème de Virginie 
héliopsis scabre  desmodie du Canada verveine veloutée 

Les herbes:   barbon de Gérard  barbon à balais   
brome de Kalm  sporobole à fleurs cachées  agrostis scabre
faux-sorgho penché  koelérie à crêtes  panic raide    
élyme du Canada  carex ivoirin 

Les arbustes:  cerisier nain   genévrier commun déprimé 
genévrier horizontal  rosier de Caroline  rosier de Say   
millepertuis de Kalm symphorine blanche  shépherdie du Canada  
sumac aromatique  céanothe d'Amérique 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MEADOW GARDEN  
Full sun with moist to average conditions.  Excellent for replacing most front yard lawns.  
Can be planted in the sunny areas of Open Woods.  Many can be planted in a Prairie if 
you’re willing to water during droughts.  They can be added to a sunny Lowland if plant-
ed in the moist soil surrounding the watery area.  Many Prairie plants will grow happily 
in a Meadow.  Real meadows consist mostly of grasses interspersed with flowers. 

Flowers:   Golden Alexanders   Long-headed Anemone 
New England Aster  Chamisso's Arnica   Prairie Blazing-star  
Strict Blue-eyed Grass Old Field Cinquefoil   Wild Red Columbine 
Cut-leaved Coneflower Little Evening Primrose  Blind Gentian  
Wood lily   Common Milkweed   Virginia Mountain-mint 
Obedient Plant  Canada Wild Onion/Garlic  Pearly Everlasting  
Robin’s-plantain Fleabane Great St. John’s-wort  Common Sneezeweed 
Wild Strawberry  Oxeye/False Sunflower  Woodland Sunflower 
Canada Tick-trefoil 

Grasses:   Big Bluestem    Kalm’s Brome  
Rough Bent Grass  Yellow Indian Grass   Vanilla Sweet Grass  
Short-beaked Sedge 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LE JARDIN DES PRÉS 

Les Flerus:    zizia doré   anémone cylindrique 
aster de Nouvelle-Angleterre arnica de Chamisso  liatris à épi dense  
bermudienne brunissante  potentille simple  ancolie du Canada  
rudbeckie laciniée   onagre vivace  gentiane close  
lis de Philadelphie   asclépiade commune pycnanthème de Virginie 
physostégie de Virginie  ail du Canada  immortelle blanche  
vergerette délicate   millepertuis à grandes fleurs; hélénie automnale 
fraisier des champs   héliopsis scabre  hélianthe à feuilles étalées 
desmodie du Canada 

Les herbes:    barbon de Gérard  brome de Kalm  
agrostis scabre faux-sorgho penché  hiérochloé odorante  
carex à têtes courtes 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OPEN WOODS GARDEN  
A Meadow with average to moist conditions that includes a few shrubs and trees, usual-
ly in thickets, creating nor more than 25% shade.  The plants listed can tolerate this 
shade.  All meadow and many prairie plants can grow in the full sun areas.  Shrubs and 
trees are not listed unless they can tolerate some shade because when there is enough 
moisture to support its growth most of them are happy in the sun of this garden type. 

Flowers:    Golden Alexanders  Tall Anemone  
Calico Aster    Large-leaved Aster  New England Aster  
Large-leaved Avens   Hairy Beardtongue  Wild Bergamot  
Old Field Cinquefoil   Wild Red Columbine Cut-leaved Coneflower 
Star False Solomon’s Seal  Blind Gentian  Grey-stemmed Goldenrod 
Silverrod/White Goldenrod  Harebell/Bluebell  Canada Lily   
Skunk Meadow-rue   Tall Meadow-rue  Canada Milk-vetch  
Obedient Plant   Canada Wild Onion/Garlic Yellow Pimpernel  
Wild Strawberry   Oxeye/False Sunflower Woodland Sunflower 
Canada Tick-trefoil 

Grasses:    Yellow Indian Grass  Vanilla Sweet Grass  
Old Switch Panic Grass  Pennsylvania Sedge Short-beaked Sedge 
Yellow-Fruited Sedge 

Trees/Shrubs:   Downy Arrowwood  American Bladdernut 
Virginia Choke Cherry  Highbush Cranberry  Alternate-leaved Dogwood 
Grey Dogwood   Round-leaved Dogwood Common Elderberry  
Red Elderberry   Hawthorn species  American Hazelnut  
N. Bush-honeysuckle  Eastern Ninebark  Carolina Rose  
Prickly Rose    Smooth Rose  Downy Serviceberry  
Steeplebush    Fragrant Sumac  Staghorn Sumac  
Sweet-fern    Maple-leaved Viburnum 

Vines:     American Bittersweet Thicket Creeper  
Glaucous Honeysuckle  Canada Moonseed  Riverbank/Frost  
Virgin’s-bower 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LE JARDIN DE LA SAVANE 

Les fleurs:   zizia doré   anémone de Virginie  
aster latériflore  aster à grandes feuilles aster de Nouvelle-Angleterre 
benoîte à grandes feuilles penstémon hirsute  monarde fistuleuse   
potentille simple  ancolie du Canada  rudbeckie laciniée   
smilacine étoilée  gentiane close  verge d'or des bois   
verge d'or bicolore  campanule à feuilles rondes; lis du Canada   
pigamon à feuilles révolutées; pigamon pubescent astragale du Canada 
physostégie de Virginie ail du Canada  ténidia à feuilles entières  
fraisier des champs  héliopsis scabre  hélianthe à feuilles étalées 
desmodie du Canada 

Les herbes:   faux-sorgho penché  hiérochloé odorante   
panic raide   carex de Pennsylvanie carex à têtes courtes  
carex à gaine tronquée 

Les arbres/arbustes: viorne de Rafinesque staphylier à trois folioles  
cerisier de Virginie  viorne trilobée  cornouiller à feuilles alternes 
cornouiller à grappes cornouiller rugueux  sureau blanc   
sureau rouge   aubépine   noisetier d'Amérique  
dièreville chèvrefeuille physocarpe à feuilles d’obier; rosier de Caroline  
rosier de Say   rosier inerme   amélanchier arborescent  
spirée tomenteuse  sumac aromatique  sumac vinaigrier   
comptonie voyageuse viorne à feuilles d’érable

Les vignes:   bourreau-des-arbres vigne vierge commune  
chèvrefeuille glauque ménisperme du Canada vigne des rivages   
clématite de Virginie 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FOREST GLADE GARDEN  
Part sun/shade with more shade than sun.  Quite a few Open Woods plants will grow in 
a wide Forest Glade that offers enough light.  Don’t ignore grasses. 

Flowers/Ferns:  Golden Alexanders  Heart-leaved Aster   
White Wood Aster  Large-leaved Avens  Blue Cohosh    
Wild Red Columbine Jumpseed/Smartweed Star False Solomon’s Seal  
Broad Beech Fern  Bulblet Bladder Fern Northern Maidenhair Fern  
Sensitive Fern  Goldie’s Wood Fern  Blind gentian    
Spotted Geranium  Wild Leek/Ramp  White Lettuce/Rattlesnakeroot 
Tall Meadow-rue  Canada Milk-vetch  Canada Wild Onion/Garlic  
Wild Blue Phlox  Early Saxifrage  White Snakeroot   
American Spikenard Barren Strawberry  Two-leaved Toothwort  
Hooked Violet  Virginia Waterleaf 
Grassses:   Bottlebrush Grass  Wavy Hair Grass   
White Bear Sedge  Bladder Sedge  Broad-leaved Sedge 
Loose-flowered Sedge Pennsylvania Sedge Sprengel’s/Long-beaked Sedge 
Trees/Shrubs:  Downy Arrowwood  American Basswood  
Common Bearberry  American Bladdernut Northern Dewberry   
Alternate-leaved Dogwood Round-leaved Dogwood Common Elderberry   
E. Prickly Gooseberry N. Bush-honeysuckle Hop-hornbeam/Ironwood  
Nannyberry   Purple-flowering Raspberry; Fragrant Sumac  
Sweet-fern   Maple-leaved Viburnum American Witch-hazel 
Vines:    American Bittersweet Thicket Creeper   
Wild Cucumber  Riverbank/Frost Grape Glaucous Honeysuckle  
Canada Moonseed  Virgin’s-bower 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LE JARDIN DE LA CLAIRIÈRE DANS LA FORÊT 

Les fleurs/fougeres:  zizia doré   aster à feuilles cordées 
aster à rameaux étalés  benoîte à grandes feuilles caulophylle faux-pigamon 
ancolie du Canada   renouée de Virginie  smilacine étoilée  
phégoptère à hexagones  cystoptère bulbifère  adiante du Canada  
onoclée sensible   dryoptère de Goldie  gentiane close  
géranium maculé   ail des bois   prenanthe blanche  
pigamon pubescent   astragale du Canada ail du Canada  
phlox divariqué   saxifrage de Virginie eupatoire rugueuse  
aralie à grappes   waldsteinie faux-fraisier dentaire à deux feuilles 
violette à éperon crochu  hydrophylle de Virginie 

Les herbes:    élyme étalé   deschampsie flexueuse 
carex du lac à l'Ours-Blanc  carex gonflé   Carex platyphylla  
carex laxiflore   carex de Pennsylvanie carex de Sprengel 

Les arbres/arbustes:  viorne de Rafinesque tilleul d'Amérique  
raisin d'ours    staphylier à trois folioles ronce à flagelles 
cornouiller à feuilles alternes cornouiller rugueux  sureau blanc   
groseillier des chiens  dièreville chèvrefeuille ostryer de Virginie  
viorne flexible   ronce odorante  sumac aromatique  
comptonie voyageuse  viorne à feuilles d'érable hamamélis de Virginie

Les vignes:    bourreau-des-arbres vigne vierge commune 
concombre grimpant  vigne des rivages  chèvrefeuille glauque 
ménisperme du Canada  clématite de Virginie  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FOREST FLOOR GARDEN  
Mostly shade.  It is almost impossible to grow a good garden under a Norway maple.  
You should include grasses even on a Forest Floor. 

Flowers/Ferns:  Heart-leaved Aster  White Wood Aster   
Red Baneberry  White Baneberry  Large-flowered Bellwort  
Bloodroot   Virginia Bluebells  Orange-fruit Horse-gentian  
Blue Cohosh   Wild Red Columbine False Solomon’s Seal  
Broad Beech Fern  Bulblet Bladder Fern Christmas Fern   
Northern Maidenhair Fern Sensitive Fern  Crested Wood Fern  
Goldie’s Wood Fern  Marginal Wood Fern Spinulose Wood Fern  
Heart-leaved Foamflower Spotted Geranium  Canada Wild Ginger  
Blue-stemmed Goldenrod Zig-zag Goldenrod  Hepatica    
Jack-in-the-pulpit  Jumpseed/Smartweed White Lettuce/Rattlesnakeroot 
May-apple   Canada Mayflower  Early Meadow-rue   
Naked Mitrewort  Canada Wood Nettle Wild Blue Phlox   
White Snakeroot  Hairy Solomon's Seal American Spikenard  
Hairy Sweet Cicely  Two-leaved Toothwort Trillium    
Sweet White Violet  Downy Yellow Violet  Canada Waterleaf   
Virginia Waterleaf 
Grasses:   Bladder Sedge  Broad-leaved Sedge 
Loose-flowered Sedge Pennsylvania Sedge Southern Shorthusk  
Sprengel’s/Long-beaked Sedge 
Trees/Shrubs:  Bunchberry Dogwood Mountain Maple  
Striped Maple  Nannyberry 
Vines:    Thicket Creeper  Canada Moonseed 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

LE JARDIN DU SOL DE LA FORÊT 

Les fleurs/fougeres: aster à feuilles cordées  aster à rameaux étalés 
actée rouge   actée à gros pédicelles  uvulaire à grandes fleurs 
sanguinaire du Canada mertensie de Virginie  trioste orangé  
caulophylle faux-pigamon ancolie du Canada   smilacine à grappes  
phégoptère à hexagones cystoptère bulbifère   polystic faux-acrostic 
adiante du Canada  onoclée sensible   dryoptère à crêtes  
dryoptère de Goldie  dryoptère à sores marginaux dryoptère spinuleuse 
tiarelle cordifoliée  géranium maculé   asaret du Canada  
verge d'or bleuâtre  verge d'or à tige zigzaguante hépatique   
arisème petit-prêcheur renouée de Virginie   prenanthe blanche 
podophylle pelté  maïanthème du Canada  pigamon dioïque  
mitrelle nue   laportéa du Canada   phlox divariqué  
eupatoire rugueuse  sceau-de-Salomon pubescent aralie à grappes  
osmorhize de Clayton dentaire à deux feuilles  trille    
violette agréable  downy yellow violet   hydrophylle du Canada 
hydrophylle de Virginie 
Les herbes:   carex gonflé    carex à larges feuilles 
carex laxiflore  carex de Pennsylvanie  brachyélytre du Sud  
carex de Sprengel 
Les arbres/arbustes: quatre-temps    érable à épis   
érable de Pennsylvanie viorne flexible 
Les vignes:   vigne vierge commune  ménisperme du Canada 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SHORT PLANTS FOR TIDY FRONT YARD PRAIRIES, MEADOWS AND OPEN WOODS  
These plants reach a maximum of 1 metre in height when in bloom.  A mix of Prairie and 
Meadow plants.  Many vines can be used as short ground-covers.  To keep it looking 
super neat, trim it down with hedge clippers at the end of spring to lop off dead stems. 

FLOWERS:   Golden Alexanders   Long-headed Anemone 
Tall Anemone  Calico Aster    Hairy Beardtongue  
Strict Blue-eyed Grass Old Field Cinquefoil   Tall Cinquefoil  
Wild Red Columbine Little Evening Primrose  Robin’s-plantain Fleabane 
Blind Gentian  Grey-stemmed Goldenrod  Silverrod/White Goldenrod 
Harebell/Bluebell  Butterfly Milkweed   Common Milkweed  
Virginia Mountain-mint Monkeyflower   Canada Wild Onion/Garlic 
Pearly Everlasting  Yellow Pimpernel   Wild Strawberry  
Hoary Vervain 

GRASSES:   Little Bluestem   Kalm’s Brome  
Sand Dropseed  Prairie June Grass   Vanilla Sweet Grass  
Canada Wild Rye  Bristle-leaved Sedge  Pennsylvania Sedge 

WOODIES:   Sand Cherry    Northern Dewberry  
E. Prickly Gooseberry Northern Bush-honeysuckle Creeping Juniper  
Carolina Rose  Prickly Rose    Thin-leaved Snowberry 
Kalm’s St. John’s-wort Sweet-fern    New Jersey Tea 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

PLANTES COURTES POUR LE JARDIN AVANT BIEN RANGÉ 

Les fleurs:    zizia doré   anémone cylindrique 
anémone de Virginie  aster latériflore  penstémon hirsute  
bermudienne brunissante  potentille simple  potentille âcre  
ancolie du Canada   onagre vivace  vergerette délicate  
gentiane close   verge d'or des bois  verge d'or bicolore  
campanule à feuilles rondes asclépiade de l'intérieur asclépiade commune 
pycnanthème de Virginie  mimule à fleurs entrouvertes; ail du Canada  
immortelle blanche   ténidia à feuilles entières fraisier des champs  
verveine veloutée 

Les herbes:    barbon à balais  brome de Kalm  
sporobole à fleurs cachées  koelérie à crêtes  hiérochloé odorante  
élyme du Canada   carex ivoirin   carex de Pennsylvanie 

Les arbustes:   cerisier nain   ronce à flagelles  
groseillier des chiens  dièreville chèvrefeuille genévrier horizontal  
rosier de Caroline   rosier de Say   symphorine blanche  
millepertuis de Kalm  comptonie voyageuse céanothe d'Amérique 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PLANTS FOR DRY, SANDY SOIL 

Flower/Fern/Horsetail: Golden Alexanders  Long-headed Anemone  
Cut-leaved Anemone Tall Anemone  Calico Aster    
Hairy Beardtongue  Wild Bergamot  Prairie Blazing-star   
Strict Blue-eyed Grass Old Field Cinquefoil  Silverweed Cinquefoil  
Tall Cinquefoil  Wild Red Columbine Cut-leaved Coneflower  
Common Evening-primrose, Little Evening Primrose Star False Solomon’s Seal  
Bulblet Bladder Fern Robin’s-plantain Fleabane Grey-stemmed Goldenrod  
Silverrod/White Goldenrod Zig-zag Goldenrod  Harebell/Bluebell   
Variegated Horsetail  Butterfly Milkweed  Virginia Mountain-mint  
Pearly Everlasting  Yellow Pimpernel  Early Saxifrage   
Oxeye/False Sunflower Woodland Sunflower Canada Tick-trefoil   
Two-leaved Toothwort Hoary Vervain  Hooked Violet 

Grasses:   Big Bluestem   Little Bluestem   
Kalm’s Brome  Sand Dropseed  Rough Bent Grass   
Bottlebrush Grass  Wavy Hair Grass  Yellow Indian Grass   
Prairie June Grass  Old Switch Panic Grass Canada Wild Rye   
Bristle-leaved Sedge Golden Sedge 

Shrubs/Trees:  Downy Arrowwood  Common Bearberry   
Paper Birch   American Bladdernut Eastern Red Cedar   
Eastern White Cedar Virginia Choke Cherry Pin Cherry    
Grey Dogwood  Round-leaved Dogwood E. Prickly Gooseberry 
Hawthorn species  American Hazelnut  Northern Bush-honeysuckle 
Ironwood/Hop-hornbeam Common Juniper  Creeping Juniper   
Eastern Ninebark  Carolina Rose  Prickly Rose    
Kalm’s St. John’s-wort Downy Serviceberry  Thin-leaved Snowberry  
Soapberry/Buffaloberry Fragrant Sumac  Staghorn Sumac   
Sweet-fern   Tamarack   New Jersey Tea   
Heart-leaved Willow 

Vines:    American Bittersweet Riverbank/Frost Grape  
Glaucous Honeysuckle Canada Moonseed 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

PLANTES POUR LES SOLS SECS ET SABLEUX 

Les fleurs/fougeres: zizia doré   anémone cylindrique  
anémone multifide  anémone de Virginie aster latériflore   
penstémon hirsute  monarde fistuleuse  liatris à épi dense  
bermudienne brunissante potentille simple  potentille ansérine   
potentille âcre  ancolie du Canada  rudbeckie laciniée   
onagre bisannuelle  onagre vivace  smilacine étoilée  
cystoptère bulbifère  vergerette délicate  verge d'or des bois   
verge d'or bicolore  verge d'or à tige zigzaguante; campanule à feuilles rondes 
prêle panachée  asclépiade de l'intérieur pycnanthème de Virginie  
immortelle blanche  ténidia à feuilles entières héliopsis scabre   
saxifrage de Virginie héliopsis scabre  hélianthe à feuilles étalées 
desmodie du Canada dentaire à deux feuilles verveine veloutée   
violette à éperon crochu 

Les herbes:   barbon de Gérard  barbon à balais   
brome de Kalm  sporobole à fleurs cachées; agrostis scabre   
élyme étalé   deschampsie flexueuse faux-sorgho penché  
koelérie à crêtes  panic raide   élyme du Canada   
carex ivoirin   carex doré 

Les arbres/arbustes: viorne de Rafinesque raisin d'ours   
bouleau à papier  staphylier à trois folioles genévrier de Virginie  
thuya occidental  cerisier de Virginie  cerisier de Pennsylvanie  
cornouiller à grappes cornouiller rugueux  groseillier des chiens 
aubépine   noisetier d'Amérique dièreville chèvrefeuille  
ostryer de Virginie  genévrier commun déprimé; genévrier horizontal  
physocarpe à feuilles d’obier; rosier de Caroline rosier de Say   
millepertuis de Kalm amélanchier arborescent symphorine blanche   
shépherdie du Canada sumac aromatique  sumac vinaigrier   
comptonie voyageuse mélèze laricin  céanothe d'Amérique  
saule à feuilles cordées 

Les vignes:   bourreau-des-arbres vigne des rivages  
chèvrefeuille glauque ménisperme du Canada 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PLANTS THAT TOLERATE CLAYEY SOIL  
Clay creates a heavy, dense soil. 

Flowers:    Golden Alexanders  Long-headed Anemone 
Tall Anemone   Water Avens   Common Boneset  
Large-leaved Aster   New England Aster  Purple-stemmed Aster 
Flat-top White Aster   Wild Bergamot  Virginia Bluebells  
Wild Red Columbine  Grey-stemmed Goldenrod Spotted Joe Pye Weed 
Jumpseed/Smartweed  Canada Lily   Marsh Marigold  
Skunk Meadow-rue   Swamp Milkweed  Virginia Mountain-mint 
Monkeyflower   Yellow Pimpernel  Great St. John’s-wort 
Wild Strawberry   Hairy Sweet Cicely  White Turtlehead  
Blue Vervain 

Grasses: Big Bluestem   Little Bluestem  
Common Woolly Bulrush  Dark-Green Bulrush  Bottlebrush Grass  
Prairie Cord Grass   Old Switch Panic Grass Yellow Indian Grass  
Soft Rush    Canada Wild Rye  Fox Sedge   
Southern Shorthusk 

Woodies: Black Ash   Red Ash   
White Ash    American Basswood Paper Birch   

American Bladdernut  Eastern Red Cedar  Wild Black Cherry  
Virginia Choke Cherry  Black Chokeberry  Highbush Cranberry  
Alternate-leaved Dogwood  Grey Dogwood  Red-Osier Dogwood 
Rough-leaved Dogwood  Silky Dogwood  Common Elderberry  
Red Elderberry   American Elm  Hawthorn species  
N. Bush-honeysuckle  Mountain Fly-honeysuckle Ironwood/Hop-hornbeam 
White Meadowsweet  Nannyberry   Eastern Ninebark  
Dwarf Raspberry   P. Flowering Raspberry Swamp Rose   
Downy Serviceberry   Heart-leaved Willow  Sage Willow 

Vines:     Thicket Creeper  Riverbank/Frost Grape 
Glaucous Honeysuckle  Virgin’s-bower 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

PLANTES POUR LES SOLS ARGILEUX 

Les fleurs:   zizia doré    anémone cylindrique 
anémone de Virginie benoîte des ruisseaux  eupatoire perfoliée  
aster à grandes feuilles aster de Nouvelle-Angleterre aster ponceau  
aster à ombelles  monarde fistuleuse   mertensie de Virginie 
ancolie du Canada  verge d'or à dix fleurs  eupatoire maculée  
renouée de Virginie  lis du Canada   populage des marais 
pigamon à feuilles révolutées; asclépiade incarnate  pycnanthème de Virginie 
mimule à fleurs entrouvertes; ténidia à feuilles entières        millepertuis à grandes fleurs 
fraisier des champs  osmorhize de Clayton  galane glabre  
verveine hastée 

Les herbes:   barbon de Gérard   barbon à balais  
scirpe souchet  scirpe noirâtre   élyme étalé   
spartine pectinée  panic raide    faux-sorgho penché  
jonc épars   élyme du Canada   carex vulpinoïde  
brachyélytre du Sud 

Les arbres/arbustes: frêne noir    frêne rouge   
frêne blanc   tilleul d'Amérique   bouleau à papier  

staphylier à trois folioles genévrier de Virginie  cerisier tardif   
cerisier de Virginie  aronie à fruits noirs   viorne trilobée  
cornouiller à feuilles alternes; cornouiller à grappes  cornouiller hart-rouge 
rough-leaved dogwood cornouiller oblique   sureau blanc  
sureau rouge   orme d'Amérique   aubépine   
dièreville chèvrefeuille chèvrefeuille velu   ostryer de Virginie  
spirée blanche  viorne flexible          physocarpe à feuilles d’obier 
ronce pubescente  ronce odorante   rosier palustre  
amélanchier arborescent saule à feuilles cordées  saule tomenteux 

Les vignes:   vigne vierge commune  vigne des rivages  
chèvrefeuille glauque clématite à feuilles de livèche 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PLANTS THAT TOLERATE OR PREFER ACIDIC SOIL  
Above average acidic soil tends to be found under conifers and oaks, and in bogs.  In 
my travels I often see yards with conifers and nothing growing underneath, needlessly. 

Flower/Fern/Horsetail:  Golden Alexanders  New England Aster  
Red Baneberry   White Baneberry  Cardinal Flower  
Wild Red Columbine  False Solomon’s Seal Christmas Fern  
Interrupted Fern   Lady Fern   New York Fern  
Crested Wood Fern   Spinulose Wood Fern Robin’s-plantain Fleabane 
Blind Gentian   Variegated Horsetail  Jack-in-the-pulpit  
Canada Lily    Marsh Marigold  Canada Mayflower 
Swamp Milkweed 

Grasses:    Wavy Hair Grass  White Bear Sedge 
Southern Shorthusk 

Woodies: Blueberry species  Alder-leaved Buckthorn 
Eastern Buttonbush   Black Chokeberry  Swamp Red Currant 
Bunchberry Dogwood  Mountain Fly-honeysuckle Common Bearberry  
Striped Maple   Dwarf Raspberry  Swamp Rose   
Steeplebush     Sweet-fern   Tamarack   
Eastern Teaberry (Winterberry) 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

PLANTES POUR LES SOLS ACIDES 

Les fleurs/fougeres/préle: zizia doré   aster de Nouvelle-Angleterre 
actée rouge   actée à gros pédicelles lobélie cardinale   
ancolie du Canada  smilacine à grappes  polystic faux-acrostic  
osmonde de Clayton athyrie fougère-femelle thélyptère de New York  
dryoptère à crêtes  dryoptère spinuleuse gentiane close   
prêle panachée  arisème petit-prêcheur lis du Canada   
populage des marais maïanthème du Canada asclépiade incarnate  
comptonie voyageuse 

Les herbes:   deschampsie flexueuse carex du lac à l'Ours-Blanc  
brachyélytre du Sud 

Les arbres/arbustes: bleuet    nerprun à feuilles d'aulne  
céphalanthe occidental aronie à fruits noirs  gadellier amer   
quatre-temps   chèvrefeuille velu  raisin d'ours    
érable de Pennsylvanie ronce pubescente  rosier palustre   
spirée tomenteuse  comptonie voyageuse mélèze laricin   
thé des bois 

Chickadee eggs / les œufs de la mésange 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PLANTS THAT PREFER OR TOLERATE NUTRIENT POOR SOILS 

FLOWERS:   Hairy Beardtongue  Prairie Blazing-star   
Old Field Cinquefoil  Robin’s-plantain Fleabane Grey-stemmed Goldenrod  
Canada Milk-vetch  Common Milkweed  Prairie Sagewort   
Wild Strawberry  Canada Tick-trefoil 

WOODIES:   Blueberry species  Eastern Red Cedar  
Northern Dewberry  American Hazelnut  Common Juniper   
Common Bearberry  Jack Pine   Soapberry/Buffaloberry  
Sweet-fern   New Jersey Tea  Eastern Teaberry (Wintergreen) 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

PLANTES POUR LES SOLS PAUVRE EN NUTRIMENTS 

Les fleurs:   penstémon hirsute  liatris à épi dense   
potentille simple  verge d'or des bois  astragale du Canada  
armoise douce  fraisier des champs  desmodie du Canada 

Les arbres/arbustes: bleuet    genévrier de Virginie  
ronce à flagelles  noisetier d'Amérique genévrier commun déprimé 
raisin d'ours   pin gris   shépherdie du Canada  
comptonie voyageuse céanothe d'Amérique thé des bois 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THERE ARE MORE TREES IN HEAVEN AND EARTH THAN ARE DREAMT OF ... 
Don’t think you need to buy a tree native to China because you want something exotic.  
This list is composed of trees from only two native plant nurseries.Remember, a tree 
packs the most benefit into one single plant.  (Approximate maximum height under op-
timum conditions measured in feet.) 

Black Ash (85)    Red Ash (80)      
Showy Mountain-ash (40)   Northern Prickly-ash (10)    
American Basswood (100)   American Beech (80)    
Blue-beech (25)    Bog Birch (6)      
Paper Birch (60)    Yellow Birch (100)     
American Bladdernut (16)   White Walntut/Butternut (75)   
Eastern Red Cedar (50)   Eastern White Cedar (30)    
Wild Black Cherry (75)   Virginia Choke Cherry (12)    
Alternate-leaved Dogwood (18)  American Elm (110)     
Balsam Fir (70)    Common Hackberry (50)   
Hawthorn species (24)   American Hazelnut (8)    
Eastern Hemlock (70)   Bitternut Hickory (80)    
Shagbark Hickory (80)   Ironwood/Hop-hornbeam (40)   
Mountain Maple (15)   Red Maple (60)     
Silver Maple (120)    Striped Maple (30)     
Sugar Maple (60)    Nannyberry (18)     
Bur Oak (50)     Red Oak (80)     
White Oak (100)    Jack Pine (80)     
Red Pine (125)    Eastern White Pine (100+)    
Canada Plum (30)    Downy Serviceberry (15)    
White Spruce (120)    Staghorn Sumac (18)    
American Sycamore (126)   Tamarack (70)     
Heart-leaved Willow (9)   Sage Willow (7)     
Pussy Willow (18)    Sandbar/Coyote Willow (20)   
Witch-hazel (15) 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#2 Choose all the Varieties

LES ARBRES 

frêne noir (85)     frêne rouge (80)    
sorbier plaisant (40)     clavalier d'Amérique (10)   
tilleul d'Amérique (100)    hêtre à grandes feuilles (80)  
charme de Virginie (25)    bouleau nain (6)    
bouleau à papier (60)    bouleau jaune (100)    
staphylier à trois folioles (16)   noyer cendré (75)    
genévrier de Virginie (50)    thuya occidental (30)   
cerisier tardif (75)     cerisier de Virginie (12)   
cornouiller à feuilles alternes (18)   orme d'Amérique (110)   
sapin baumier (70)     micocoulier occidental (50)   
aubépine (24)     noisetier d'Amérique (8)   
pruche du Canada (70)    caryer cordiforme (80)   
caryer ovale (80)     ostryer de Virginie (40)   
érable à épis (15)     érable rouge (60)    
érable argenté (120)    érable de Pennsylvanie (30)  
érable à sucre (60)     viorne flexible (18)    
chêne à gros fruits (50)    chêne rouge (80)    
chêne blanc (100)     pin gris (80)     
pin rouge (125)     pin blanc (100+)    
prunier noir (30)     amélanchier arborescent (15)  
épinette blanche (120)    sumac vinaigrier (18)   
platane occidental (126)    mélèze laricin (70)    
saule à feuilles cordées (9)    saule tomenteux (7)    
saule discolore (18)     saule à feuilles exiguës (20)  
hamamélis de Virginie (15) 

Let us cross over the river, and rest under the shade of the trees.  Stonewall Jackson 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HOW TO SHOP 
Having read this far you have determined your Garden Type and found a list of sug-
gested plants for your garden.  This is the beginning of your shopping list. 

Your regional nurseries dedicated to native plants (listed starting on page 25) often have 
on their Website their plant catalogue with the growing requirements for each plant.  The 
nursery owner and his/her catalogue are your most important sources of information. 

Read through the catalogues and add to your list the plants whose sun and moisture 
requirements are the same as your Garden Type.  Research them on-line if you wish. 

That’s it!  Now you have your Shopping List.  Take it with you where ever you shop and 
be an educated shopper. 

The Website www.frontyardrestoration.com has a free plant catalogue (a work in 
progress) available to view or download and it provides more of the detailed information 
you need to choose the right plants for your garden. 

When choosing your nursery don’t scout too far afield For instance, if you live in 
Gatineau you should not be travelling to the Eastern Townships to buy a plant, even if it 
is a plant native to Gatineau (unless you can’t find it near home).  The nursery down in 
the south will be selling plants that are close blood-relations to the ones growing around 
their nursery.  You want the ones that are the closest blood-relations of the plants grow-
ing around Gatineau.  In other words, choose the plants that evolved and adapted to the 
conditions in your own yard, not their kinfolk from away. 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#3 Maintain Healthy, Fertile Soil

3. MAINTAIN HEALTHY, FERTILE SOIL 
The more organic matter in your soil then the healthier and more fertile it is and 
the greater your garden’s Integrity. Many plants have more of themselves under-
ground than they do above and unless the plant is an annual it is the underground parts, 
the roots, that enable the plant to arise again in the spring or after you have crushed it 
under foot; and, of course, your plant obtains most of its nutrition from under the ground, 
not above.  The lesson here is that your soil and Under Garden (see Step 4) are critical 
for the health and survival of your plants. 

Needles are the leaves of your conifers and should be treated in exactly the same way 
as deciduous leaves.  Similarly for the spines of cacti, just so you know. 

Norway maple leaves contain phytotoxins that inhibit the growth and development of 
the other plants.  These leaves should be raked up and sent off with your city’s collec-
tion.  In their place use non-Norway leaves borrowed from your neighbours who contin-
ue to put their leaves out for the city.  If at all possible replace your Norway with a native 
tree and your garden, nature, and North America will thank you. 

What creates healthy, fertile soil 
Naturally occurring healthy, fertile soil is created by the action of lichen, weathering, and 
the accumulation of the local organic matter over the course of millions of years.  Local 
organic matter is the decomposing and decomposed bodies of the plants, animals, 
bugs, dung and microorganisms that are native to that site.  Deciduous forest soil is 
made fertile by deciduous forest litter.  Coniferous forest soil is made fertile by conifer-
ous forest litter.  Prairie soil by prairie litter.  Desert soil by desert litter. 

In your garden you obtain this organic matter by letting your plant and animal litter lie to 
decompose.  Just let all that good stuff lie around year after year after year.  Do not go 
cleaning up the garden.  It isn’t your living room.  If the debris is too big to look attractive 
then cut it smaller or move the larger branches to the sides of your yard.  If you didn’t 
have fertile soil to begin with, you will eventually.  If you don’t have millions of years to 
wait you can hurry up the process by spreading manure, compost, leaf mould, and 
chopped straw annually.  If possible, before you begin your garden, dig organic matter 
into the top layer of your soil (about the first 30 cm) so you don’t have to wait for all that 
surface litter to decompose and your garden will begin its life with fertile soil. 

Compost is wonderful for your garden because it is the already decomposed organic 
stuff and it speeds up the process of making your soil fertile.  Leaf mould, an excellent 
organic soil conditioner, is created by letting leaves lie undisturbed in a pile for about 
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three years until they have completely broken down into dark, rich soil.  Don’t use 
leaves from Norway maples. 

Organic matter is an organic fertilizer.  It is the “recycling” of nutrients and so, unlike 
chemical fertilizers, does not require any manufacturing process.  It is a slow acting, 
long lasting and complex fertilizer, increases your soil’s water-holding capacity, and 
changes the make up of the Under Garden’s Community so that pollution can be de-
graded and microorganisms that cause plant diseases can be suppressed.  Recycling, 
water conservation, water purification, healthier plants.  It’s win, win, win, win. 

Mulching and Leaves: Nature’s Way 
When your garden is brand new and you’ve planted all your plants, place a thick 
layer of organic matter around the babies to keep the weeds out.  But the seasons 
after the first, don’t mulch so heavily again. Instead, don’t rake out the leaves and 
other litter from your garden in the fall.  Leave it all lying there to decompose year after 
year.  Spreading an additional sprinkling of organic matter is good, but not a thick layer. 

Let nature do the mulching.  It is common practice to keep the soil between plants cov-
ered with shredded bark, wood chips, or even stones.  However, nature’s way of 
mulching is to lay down a loose carpet of leaves or pine needles every fall and a sprin-
kling of dead branches every winter.  Leaves, stems, and branches are the natural 
mulch for our gardens.  As they decompose over the winter and the next year they re-
turn all their nutrients back into the soil from whence they first came.  In the process 
they feed and shelter all kinds of insects, pupae, bacteria and fungi that keep your gar-
den healthy and Integrity high. 

While dead branches also perform their roles, we humans tend to find them unsightly, 
so break them up into tolerable sizes and throw them back on the ground.  If you think 
they’re still too big then see if you can drag them to the side of your yard and leave 
them there.  They will decompose ever so slowing, returning their nutrients to the soil 
and be food and shelter for nature in the meantime. 

If you find that after a few seasons there is still a lot of bare ground around your plants 
then you should consider adding more plants, grasses, or a short ground cover that will 
fill in the gaps.  This is especially true for under shrubs, hedges, and trees. 

Bottom Line: mulch heavily the first year, but after that mulching takes the form of not 
raking up the leaves and other litter in the fall, leaving it all there, and scattering organic 
matter such as compost, manure, leaf mould, or chopped straw during the rest of the 
year. 
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#3 Maintain Healthy, Fertile Soil

Chemical Fertilizers will not improve the health of your soil 
Even though plants require many different nutrients to be healthy, chemical fertilizers 
are only guaranteed to contain nitrogen, potassium, and phosphate and that’s it.  So 
you may be fertilizing your garden but if your soil is deficient in some other nutrient then 
your plants will be under fed. 

Chemical fertilizers act on plants similarly to the way sugar acts on humans.  Sugar is 
very fast acting giving us instant energy and then it disappears.  Chemical fertilizers zip 
into the plant and the plant quickly benefits, but then the rains come and wash away all 
the fertilizer leaving the soil no better. 

In contrast, Organic fertilizers, i.e. plant and animal litter, compost, leaf mould, and 
chopped straw, actually become a component of the soil making it healthier, are slow 
acting on the plants, are long lasting, contain many more nutrients than just nitrogen, 
potassium, and phosphate, and are not washed away by the rain.  In fact, they actually 
increase the soil’s water holding capacity.  Win, win, win, win. 

Chemical fertilizers are bad for the environment. Unlike organic fertilizers, chemical 
fertilizers do not improve the water-holding capacity of the soil causing increased water-
ing needs; are so water soluble they quickly dissolve in the rain, leach out and pollute 
water runoff; and are created through a manufacturing process that consumes copious 
amounts of fossil fuel.  Furthermore, they must necessarily somehow be transported to 
your property.  Wasted water, water pollution, fossil fuels.  Lose, lose, lose. 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Compost Pile Myths 
Everybody should have a compost pile because it gives you free organic fertilizer 
and it’s so easy to do.  Composting methods are not detailed here because there are 
so many books and Internet sites explaining how to go about it.  Also, composting at its 
simplest is dedicating a corner of your yard to a pile where you throw plant litter and 
vegetable kitchen scraps to slowly decompose on their own. 

COMPOST PILE GOLDEN RULE: Either follow this rule or all the myths will come true.  
Do not add meat, meat byproducts, fish, seafood, dairy, dairy byproducts, whole eggs, 
oils, poop, or complex carbohydrates such as pasta or bread to your pile.  Egg shells 
are okay.  Also meatless, rinsed clam/oyster shells are great for the composter or 
straight into the garden. 

MYTH #1: Composting is rocket science  It can be as complicated or as simple as you 
want it to be.  You can buy books or search the Internet for how-to instructions.  Hard-
ware stores have selections of compost bins that all include instructions.  Or it can be as 
simple as dedicating a corner of your yard to a pile where you throw plant litter and veg-
etable kitchen scraps.  Composting will occur, not quickly but worry free. 

MYTH #2: Composting smells  You can situate your pile anywhere in your yard, even 
right beside your patio.  My Bench of Infinite Caffeine is right beside the compost bin 
and there isn’t any smell. 

MYTH #3: Composting attracts bothersome bugs  It attracts bugs but they are benefi-
cial, desirable bugs interested in the decomposing materials in your pile, but not you or 
your meal.  Unless you or your food smell like decomposing vegetables you have noth-
ing to worry about.  As mentioned, my bench is situated right beside my bin.  I can enjoy 
my coffee while watching the entertaining little flying things keeping themselves busy 
over the compost.  If ever you have the pleasure of having a little sweetie-child join you 
in your garden, point to the little flying things by the compost and say, “See, sweetie, 
there are such things as faeries!”  Whenever there is no sweetie, if you can look across 
your garden, see a myriad of little flying things shining in the sun, then you know your 
garden is a success. 

MYTH #4: Composting attracts rodents  Follow the Golden Rule and your pile will not 
have a smell to attract rats nor contain any of their favourite foods.  If you have rats in 
your neighbourhood, resist poisoning them with warfarin because if everything is going 
well, you have cats, hawks, and owls hunting and eating them and then you would be 
poisoning these lovely folk and perhaps chipmunks as well. 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#4 Maintain a Healthy Under Garden

4. MAINTAIN A HEALTHY UNDER GARDEN 
You cannot have a healthy garden without a healthy Under Garden. 

Go ahead.  Admire your garden and feel proud that you created such life-giving beauty.  
Well, you can feel double the pride because while you were busy creating your above 
ground one, without realizing it, you also created another garden underground.  This 
garden is packed with way more wildlife than even the one above. 

This Under Garden is just as important to you as the above ground garden  
Earthworms, grubs, eggs, nematodes, beetles, cicada nymphs, sowbugs, centipedes, 
millipedes, spiders, springtails, cutworm, weevil larvae, roots, bacteria, protozoa, fungi, 
moles, ants, mites, and microscopic worms.  There may also be bees, snakes, ground-
hogs, squirrels, fox, and rabbits living down there. 

There are millions and millions and millions of these Under Garden Community mem-
bers.  Most of them are bacteria (a good thing).  Ian Davidson, founder of Biologic Sys-
tems, says, “The soil is a super organism; meaning it is alive, teeming with life, 
teeming with diversity, much similar to our own bodies, your own body. 70% of the 
cells in your own body are bacteria”. (The Soil Solution, a Green Bridge Media film) 

What are they all doing down there?  Most of them are eating plant and animal litter 
converting it into nutrients your plants can use.  An awful lot are eating each other and 
converting themselves into nutrients your plants can use.  Some serve as food for birds 
and other above ground life.  Others live in tight relationships with the roots of your 
plants exchanging nutrients with them for the benefit of each other.  Some live on and 
coat the root’s surfaces acting as their first line of defence.  Some eat your roots.  Some 
degrade a wide range of pollutants and some compete with disease-causing organisms 
and soil pathogens.  Worms and ants, in addition to other functions, work to aerate and 
till your soil mixing in organic matter from the surface.  A surprising fact is that ants can 
take seeds and plant them at the level in the soil exactly where they need to be in order 
to germinate.  No matter how small, every organism has a critical role to play in your 
garden’s Community, so love your garden’s bugs like you mean it. 

The roots of most plants form mutually beneficial relationships, mycorrhizae, with cer-
tain fungi in the Under Garden.  These relationships allow the passing of materials 
(such as nutrients) from the roots of the plant to the fungus (to the benefit of the 
fungus).  At the same time, essential minerals (such as phosphorus) move from the fun-
gus to the roots (to the benefit of the plant).  The threadlike extensions of the fungus, 
mycelium, spread throughout the soil, gathering minerals that benefit the plant from well 
beyond the reach of the plant’s roots.  Some evidence suggests that this fungal network 
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interconnects different plant species in the garden and that carbon compounds (essen-
tial building-blocks for plants) may pass from one plant to another through their fungal 
partners.  In other words, a single plant in your garden is able to gather nutrients from 
over a very large area but only with the help of other members of its Under Garden 
Community.  (Introductory Botany, Linda Berg; pages 123-124) 

The healthier your Under Garden:
-the healthier and more fertile your garden’s soil; 
-the safer your plants from disease; 
-the cleaner the water leaving your garden; 
-the better able your garden’s soil to retain water and require less watering; 
-the greater the ability of your garden to attract more varieties of nature; 
-and finally, the greater the Integrity of your above ground garden and your planet. 

How do you make a healthy Under Garden 
1. Leave plant and animal litter on the ground to decompose. Leave that stuff 

where they lie and spread compost, leaf mould, and chopped straw annually. 

2. Never dig into your garden except to plant new plants. Your plants use their Un-
der Garden as a transportation network to pass nutrients amongst themselves 
through their roots and fungal mycelium.  This network extends throughout your 
garden from one end to the other.  When you dig in the ground you cut right into it, 
severing it.  Don’t do it.  An Under Garden works best when left intact from one end 
to the other. 

3. Don’t use chemical fertilizers. They change the environment of the Under Garden 
to an unnatural state, and not for the better. 

4. Limit the use of pesticides. They are poisons which may kill members of the Un-
der Garden Community; what’s more, they pollute water runoff. 

5. Minimize the use of salt on the sidewalks bordering your garden. It will wash 
into the Under Garden, poisoning it, your plants, water runoff, streams, rivers, and 
lakes. 

6. Tolerate all the insects you see on the ground and within. They are all citizens 
of your garden’s Community and they all have their ecological roles to perform.  A 
sign that your garden is a success is when you see a veritable zoo of little crawly 
things. 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#5 Practice the Healthy Gardening Style

5. PRACTICE THE HEALTHY GARDENING STYLE 
The Healthy Gardening Style will keep your garden’s Integrity at its maximum. It 
will disappoint some and thrill others that this consists mostly of laissez-faire benign ne-
glect, i.e. leave the plants alone to live their own lives.  Nobody gardens the prairies or 
forests.  However, as you will see, benign neglect is not for the faint of heart. 

Plant your Garden and then leave it alone 
Once you’ve got your plants in the ground and you’ve placed several centimetres 
of mulch around them then the garden needs to be left alone. Water it like crazy for 
the first three years but don’t go digging into it ever again.  Leave the ground alone to let 
the garden grow.  In order to survive your new garden needs to send out a network of 
roots and mycelium that you can’t see and cutting them with a trowel, well, cuts them.  
Some of your plants will be spreading by runners and rhizomes.  Don’t dig if you want a 
carpet of flowers.  Bottom Line: No digging.  No hoeing. 

Bi-annuals and new plants growing from seed may need a couple of years to develop 
into anything recognizable as a desirable plant.  When you see a weed that you are re-
ally, really positively sure is a weed, then cut it off at ground level.  But unless you seri-
ously know your natives I’d give that questionable plant time to prove it isn’t something 
nice that you haven’t yet recognized. 

Resist the urge to constantly fiddle with your garden.  Let go.  Let Time and Nature re-
move responsibility from your shoulders.  It takes three years before your garden of dis-
parate plants even begins to act like a Community, a garden with Integrity, a green or-
ganic orchestra.  Don’t go chopping it up willy-nilly.  Patience will reward you. 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Weeding and Thinning 
Weeding your garden should be minimal after the first three years if you keep the 
garden’s Integrity at its maximum, keep a healthy Under Garden, and practice the 
Healthy Gardening Style.  After three years when your garden has reached “critical 
mass” it will begin to behave like a Community protecting itself from invading weeds. 

When your garden is new the soil will be freshly disturbed and there will be exposed 
earth and seeds.  This is the perfect environment for weeds to take hold and why you 
either cover this up by mulching around your new plants or else keep the garden weed 
free by hand.  Any plant that you can positively identify as a weed cut off at ground lev-
el.  Don’t use a trowel to disturb the Under Garden any further. 

With time your plants will fill up the garden removing any bare soil available for weeds to 
grab hold and the Under Garden will knit together into a unified force.  You will find the 
need for weeding greatly reduced. 

Once a year it is critical to do a thorough job of sorting through your garden, cut-
ting down the weeds, and throwing them on the ground.  This is also a good time 
to thin out any plant that’s been too aggressive and cut down any shrub or tree 
sprouting up where you don’t want it. 

If you miss this Day of Judgement for too many years your garden will become an un-
decipherable hodge-podge of desirables and too many undesirables. 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#5 Practice the Healthy Gardening Style

Watering 
Watering a native plant garden should be rare if you keep the garden’s Integrity at its 
maximum by maintaining healthy, fertile soil, keeping a healthy Under Garden, and 
practicing the Healthy Gardening Style. 

1. Before you planted even one single plant you identified your garden type according 
to the amount of sun and moisture your site receives.  You then selected all the vari-
eties of plants that suit.  The plants that suit are the natives that evolved over mil-
lions of years the ability to survive with the amount of sun and moisture your garden 
receives without supplement.  Therefore, there will be little need for you to supple-
ment your garden’s moisture by watering it with a hose (unlike for the non-native 
plants and lawns). 

2. You leave untouched all the plant and animal litter in your garden to decompose and 
create healthy, fertile soil.  This improves its water retaining ability and reduces the 
need for watering. 

3. You do not dig into your garden with shovel, trowel or hoe that would destroy a 
healthy Under Garden and reduce its water retaining ability. 

4. You watered your garden like a mad person for the first three years of its life to let its 
roots get established, but then you had faith in it to fend for itself against drought. 

5. You water only when necessary.  If you water your garden when it doesn’t need it 
what you are actually doing is watering the weeds, ensuring they live long and pros-
per.  Don’t go around making it easy for them.  They should be fighting for their lives. 

6. When you do water you water thoroughly to encourage the roots to grow deep and 
survive droughts.  Watering a native garden is not like watering a lawn.  Lawn sod is 
only about 10 cm deep while the roots of your native plants and grasses can easily 
reach 2 metres.  You don’t need to water as often but you need to water longer. 

7. A pure Prairie garden with healthy soil and that has survived several seasons should 
never need to be watered again, even if it looks like it’s dying.  These plants have 
evolved to survive droughts with amazingly deep roots.  Have faith that they will res-
urrect with the next rain. 

8. Gardens with clay in the soil need less watering because clay holds onto water 
tighter than other soils. 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In the era of Global Warming what is moist, what is dry 
It seems to me our weather is a little bit crazy: it’s either too little or too much. 

I have emphasized that if you plant the right plant for your garden’s natural moisture 
conditions and the garden’s Integrity is high, then you should never, or almost never, 
have to water your garden after the first three years.  But I’m going to hedge my bets by 
recommending that you do water if you really, really think it’s been too long without rain. 

Another reason your garden may need supplemental watering is that traditional orna-
mental gardening practices create soil low in organic matter.  Until you’ve created 
healthy soil it will not retain moisture the way it should and your garden will require wa-
ter help. 

But definitely remember this: just because your neighbours are watering their lawns is 
not a sign that you should be watering your native plant garden, because your garden 
has Integrity and a lawn does not. 

If you do need to water then your tree especially needs it because trees need much 
more than plants.  Please see the bottom of page 82. 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#5 Practice the Healthy Gardening Style

Planting 
As critical as you may think this skill, few nursery catalogues or on-line sites bother to 
explain the best way to get a plant out of its pot and into the ground to ensure the plant 
has the highest chance of survival.  I’ve been taught different methods but I cannot tell 
you definitively which is the best.  If you already know the best, stick to it. 

I used to dig a hole as deep as the pot but wider, get the plant out of the pot while fid-
dling with the roots and soil as little as possible, put the plant in the hole, fill it in, and 
drench all with water.  I don’t do this anymore. 

The problem is that due to soil and water science and the differences between the soil 
in your garden and the soil from your pot, when you water your garden the water may 
saturate everything except for the soil that came from the pot.  You may end up with a 
lot of water in the ground, your roots dry, and eventually an unexplained dead plant.  It’s 
like a sad magic trick. 

An accepted method is to remove the plant from the pot, wash away all the soil clinging 
to the roots, spread out the bare roots into a hole, fill it in, and then water.  I have a psy-
chological block against this because I just picture all the roots under ground in a very 
thin, tight line.  What I do is stir up the boundary between the potting soil and the gar-
den’s soil so that the two soils mix together. 

If the plant comes out of the pot in a tight mass of roots, the accepted practice is to slice 
diagonally across the bottom of the mass with a sharp knife in order to open up the 
mass.  Always the radical, I’ve adopted a modified version. 

Take the mass in both hands with the top of your palms at the top of the soil and the tips 
of the fingers from each hand meeting under the bottom.  Use your finger tips to pull out 
and up to split the ball apart upwards, stopping just more than half way up the ball.  Sort 
of like butterflying a pork chop.  Spread the two root wings and bury them in the ground 
so that all the roots are covered, but also so that the complete bottoms of the wings 
come into full contact with the soil.  This means that the bottom of your hole is not flat 
but instead rises in the middle to touch the bottom of all the roots.  This process helps 
maximize the surface area of the roots exposed to the soil, rain, and moisture and en-
courages the roots to grow out from the potting soil into the soil of your garden.  The 
plant should be in the ground at the same depth as it was in the pot.  Then drench 
everything thoroughly. 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A couple of words about shrub and tree care 
You should rarely need to prune shrubs or trees. Leave your trees and shrubs alone 
to live their own lives. 

1. Before you buy a shrub or tree you are going to know exactly where you intend to 
plant it.  Then you will ask yourself the question, “When this plant is mature will it still 
fit into its intended space?”.  If the answer is “No”, you will turn around and hunt for a 
different plant, shrub, or tree that when mature will fit.  Then there should rarely be a 
need to prune it. 

2. Let’s take the beautiful Alternate-leaved Dogwood (cornouiller) as an example of a 
shrub you might be thinking of pruning.  This shrub has been around for many thou-
sands of years, easily.  During this time it wasn’t just sitting around looking pretty, 
but changing and adapting to its environment to be not only the most perfect Alter-
nate-leaved Dogwood you have ever seen, but also the Alternate-leaved Dogwood 
most likely to survive its foes.  Do you really think that today you could prune this 
shrub into a new and improved Dogwood?  This shrub knows exactly how to be-
come an Alternate-leaved Dogwood without any outside advice.  Please don’t go 
around pruning perfection, whether it be a Dogwood, a Nannyberry, or a Black Cher-
ry tree. 

Do not plant your tree too deep. It is better to plant it a little too shallow than a little 
too deep.  It should be planted at the depth where you can still see the tops of the very 
first roots.  Also you will see that the trunk swells out a bit just before the roots begin.  
This swelling should be above ground level. 

Do not wrap wire or garden hose around your tree for support. It can permanently 
damage your tree and may shorten its life even after the wire has been removed.  You 
can buy elastic bands for staking purposes and even then you should remove the band 
when no longer needed. 

Mulch around your newly planted tree but the mulch should not come right up to 
touch the bark. This would create a perfectly bad place for bad bugs and tree rot to 
grow.  The mulch should look like a donut with the tree in the middle.  Also, too many 
people think that once their shrub/hedge/tree is planted everything is right with the 
world.  If you do not plant a garden under your woody, then once the mulch has worn 
out you’ll have weeds forever. 

All newly planted trees need obsessive watering for the first three years. Whenev-
er your plants need to be watered in a drought then your tree especially needs it be-
cause trees need way, way more than plants.  The bigger the tree the more it needs.  
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#5 Practice the Healthy Gardening Style

Baby trees need less water but more frequent watering.  If your tree is a nursery-bought 
sapling then it will need even more watering because it will be short on roots. 

Lawns are bad for trees and shrubs. A lawn forms a very dense carpet over the 
ground doing its best to suck up all rain before it reaches the soil.  Hence, your woody 
will suffer.  All woodies should have a garden beneath their canopy with any lawn stop-
ping outside the drip line. 

Norway Maple trees are bad for gardens. Norway Maples have a denser canopy than 
native trees casting killer shade; they release more keys than natives creating a killer 
Norway forest; their roots are shallower than natives creating killer dryness; their leaves 
contain a phytotoxin creating killer soil.  Chop down your Norway. 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Putting your garden to bed for the winter 
Your garden is a big boy and doesn’t need any help to go to bed, thanks. Native 
plants have been surviving winters by themselves for millennia.  Let them do it their way.  
The best thing you can do is to sit back and enjoy the changing of the season.  When 
the leaves fall, let them lie.  Sweep them up from the patio, driveway, and sidewalk and 
throw them onto your compost pile.  Don’t “neaten up” the garden.  It isn’t your bed-
room.  Leave the dead stems and fallen fruits.  Let the grasses flop over.  All this plant 
litter form the blankets that will protect your plants, insects, and pupae through the long 
night of winter, just the way they’ve been doing it for ages.  Nature will thank you for it 
and the dead stems and seed heads will look dramatic sticking up above the snow in 
your winter yard. 

Waking your garden up in the spring 
If there is ever a time to stay out of the garden it is now. Your garden is at its most 
delicate and fragile state.  Under the fallen leaves and just beneath the soil little itsy-bit-
sy delicate green shoots and seedlings are just beginning to grow.  They are never 
more vulnerable.  You can’t see them.  They survived all winter long.  Please don’t step 
on them now.  On your shrubs and trees the buds that survived outdoors all winter are 
starting to produce little bits of green that are going to become your leaves and flowers, 
i.e. your plant’s future.  Don’t brush them off the stem now as you walk past. 

Your soil is thawing and saturated from spring showers making the ground very, very 
soft.  If you walk on it you will crush it down and squeeze out all the moisture and oxy-
gen that your roots need and it could be a long time before that compacted soil gets 
loosened up again by worms and such.  Please keep off the garden. 

You may be considering raking out last year’s leaves to help the plants reach the sun.  If 
your garden has tree leaves on it then it is either a Forest Floor, Forest Glade or an 
Open Woods.  If you’ve planted the plants that are Community members of these gar-
den types then they will know exactly how to cope with leaves, so you can leave them 
right there.  They will do all the fantastic things that leaves on the ground do: provide 
homes for insects (food for wildlife), provide shelter for wildlife, and decompose right 
into your soil to provide organic fertilizer and improve your Under Garden.  Many moths 
and butterflies spend the winter hibernating as pupae in this leaf litter. 

If the leaves come from Norway maples, then, yes, without walking into the garden use 
a long handled rake to rake them out and package them up for the city’s collection.  
They would smother your plants because they take forever to decompose and poison 
the soil with phytotoxins.  Replace them with a scattering of compost or chopped straw. 
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Keeping your Prairie, Meadow, or Open Woods fresh 
Native grasses are not meant to be mown. Some species will die if mown just a few 
times a year.  Nature has its own way of preventing habitats from becoming over grown. 

In nature fire rejuvenates all terrestrial habitats.  This necessary, beneficial occurrence 
returns the nutrients that have been locked in the prairie, meadow, and forest litter back 
into and enriching the soil.  Periodically removing thatch and litter allows new plant 
shoots to find sunlight.  In woods, fire kills most shrubs and trees returning the habitat 
back to a meadow to begin its life over again. 

You can try to mimic this process by mowing your garden but no more often than once 
every three years.  You may want to run the lawnmower over it a few times to chew up 
the stems because you want to reduce them to a size where they will easily decom-
pose.  It is debatable in which season it is best to do this to minimize disturbance to the 
nature in your garden.  It could be done in a different season each third year.  Or you 
could do one section of your garden in one year and a different section the next, so that 
every three years the renewal is complete. 

Some people with Prairie or Meadow gardens actually have a controlled grass fire right 
in their yard.  Sally Wasowslki’s book, Gardening with Prairie Plants, gives instructions 
for this technique.  I believe this is too risky in suburbia.  At least have a hose nearby. 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Are bugs eating your plants 
Plants are for eating.  That’s their principle ecological role on this planet.  A plant 
that only feeds itself is a very selfish plant indeed. Every time I see that the leaves 
of my plants have holes in them, I rejoice.  It means that my plants are being eaten and 
they are attracting wildlife into my garden, even if the wildlife are bugs.  You do not get 
butterflies or moths without bugs because butterflies and moths begin their lives as 
bugs.  You do not get birds without bugs because birds, especially their young, eat 
bugs.  If you want to see a Monarch Butterfly, a Hummingbird Clearwing Moth or a Yel-
low Warbler then you grow native plants because their leaves, roots, seeds and flowers 
feed bugs. 

At times you will get way too many bugs or you will get super destructive non-native 
bugs like the Japanese Rose Beetle and the life of you plant will be in jeopardy.  You 
may decide that action needs to be taken.  Refer to your nursery, fellow gardeners, and 
gardening books for advice.  Try to minimize the use of pesticides because, simply put, 
they are poisons. 

For things like aphids, say “kumbaya” and try tolerating them.  They most likely won’t kill 
your plant and ladybird bugs and ants love them.  But if you really think your plant is in 
danger, squish the bugs with your fingers or hose them down with jets of water just to 
keep their numbers in check.  If your bugs are Japanese Rose Beetles then they defi-
nitely need to die because they will kill your plant.  They will show up day after day and 
eat and eat and multiply and multiply.  Flick them off into a can of soapy water daily. 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Removing lawn (and saving your bit of the planet) 
Replacing your lawn with a native plant garden is one of the very best things you 
can do to benefit nature and turn your neighbourhood into cottage country. 

You may decide to replace a little bit, quite a bit, a lot, or all of your lawn with native 
plants.  How do you get rid of lawn?  You can find detailed instructions on-line or in 
books.  The book, Gardening with Prairie Plants, by Sally Wasowski, is excellent for 
this, but the following will give you the gist of your options. 

Note that keeping the dead remnants of lawn within your soil counts as organic matter; 
a good thing. 

The Least Effort: Don’t do anything.  Just plant your new natives right into your lawn, 
but when digging the hole make it a whole lot wider than you normally would and mulch 
heavily to give your plants much needed grass-free space.  Then totally baby them with 
water and completely ignore the lawn.  Continue adding new plants and removing more 
lawn each year.  If you only water your plants and ignore the lawn then the lawn will 
eventually take the hint, die out, and the natives will inherit the earth.  If possible, do not 
mow it during this time.  At its natural height it will provide food and shelter for nature.  
Don’t let garbage lay about.  Do pull the heads off dandelions once they’ve gone to 
seed to keep your yard looking nice while it’s slowly being converted into a garden.  
Caveat: this one is a bit risky because if you aren’t on the ball keeping the lawn at bay, it 
may encroach and overwhelm. 

A Bit More Effort: Before planting your garden lower the blade on your lawnmower and 
give your lawn the shortest brush-cut you can, preferably right to the dirt.  Then plant 
your garden as directed above. 

The No Rush: Cover your lawn with cardboard, tarp, or black plastic and weigh it down 
with lots of pots or other weights to stop the wind from removing it.  Let it sit for at least 
one complete growing season.  Then remove everything and plant your plants.  If you 
do this before winter, you can remove the cardboard at the end of spring and the sum-
mer is yours. 

The Quick but not Easiest: Cover your lawn with several layers of newspaper, hose it 
down to keep it in place, cover it with about 5 cm of compost, and then dig your plants 
right into the ground through the compost and newspapers.  Proceed to garden. 

I’m in a Hurry: This method is the fastest but also the most destructive to the existing 
Under Garden.  Till your lawn into oblivion either with a roto-tiller thing or by hand with a 
shovel.  Squish the peaks down a bit and proceed to plant. 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Choosing a neat and tidy front yard garden 
You may be hesitating to replace your lawn with a garden because you’ve seen exam-
ples of these yards and, in your eyes, they look like a shabby mess.  There are alterna-
tives to this.  We are accustomed to really short lawns, so plants 2 metres tall in the 
front yard can be a real affront to our eyes. 

There are plenty of plants that grow to very neat heights of no more than 1 metre at 
their very tallest when in bloom.  See page 58 for examples of short, tidy plants.  Use 
these and your yard will continue to have a suitably modest appearance.  Besides, gen-
erally speaking, the smaller the yard the shorter the plants that look best. 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What to tell your neighbours 
If you’ve been convinced that adding food and shelter for wildlife in the form of native 
plants makes your world a better place, then maybe you’ve also decided to replace 
some or all of your “lawn garden” with a “native plant garden”.  Then it is possible that a 
few of your neighbours may not know what to think.  They may not appreciate you, the 
eco-warrior.  I want you to be prepared. 

People are often very attached to their lawns, and what’s more, they are also often very 
attached to their neighbours’ lawns.  If they see a neighbour doing something “crazy” 
they might immediately start worrying about messiness and property values.  What your 
neighbours want is neatness.  What they fear is messiness.  It messes with their neu-
roses.  You may need to defend yourself.  Here are some strategies in preventing frayed 
nerves. 

Replace short lawns with short plants. You may be tempted to plant a forest of stun-
ningly beautiful 3 metre tall sunflowers out there.  Gorgeous.  However, if your neigh-
bours’ lawns currently look like golf courses, you may want to restrain yourself and use 
the tall plants only for accents. 

Keep your new garden clean. Pick up any garbage right away.  Pull the tops off any 
dandelions once they’ve gone to seed.  Don’t attract the critical eye.  Once late spring 
arrives cut down tall dead stems into little pieces and spread them around the garden.  
Never let allergy-causing ragweed grow.  Cut off obvious weeds.  Don’t let your side-
walk and driveway be messy.  Bring in your garbage cans.  Be a Good Neighbour. 

Be strict about the very front of your yard that runs along the sidewalk. You may 
want to have a stretch of real lawn that you keep mown (as a last resort).  Border the 
sidewalk with a row of low, flowering native shrubs or ornamental plants that everyone 
can appreciate.  My yard has a row of beautiful hydrangea cultivars soothing savage 
neighbours.  And you could put in a short, quality, edging fence, just for neatness. 

Confuse them. Grow a few non-native, ornamental flowers in the middle of your native 
plant garden. 

Best of all, educate them. Point out all the different plants and what makes them spe-
cial.  Point out how there are flowers blooming all year long.  Explain how you are mak-
ing their street a better place.  Give them a copy of this guide.  Charge five dollars, 
eight-fifty Canadian. 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A word about Leaf Blowers, IF YOU CAN HEAR ME! 
Would you really be unable to sleep at night if a blade of grass or some stray leaf was 
running amok somewhere on your property?  Do you really think that the dirt in your 
garden is supposed to be clean?  Are you neurotic?  No way! 

When I was a boy my father taught me to never leave grass trimmings on either our dri-
veway, the neighbour’s driveway or the public sidewalk.  The two minute solution was to 
run the lawnmower around on this concrete and asphalt with the grass exhaust pointing 
in towards our lawn.  That was it.  This leaf blower nonsense your landscaper is inflicting 
on your neighbours is nothing but craziness to convince you with a lot of noise that they 
are earning their money.  Good employees come, do their job, and go without anyone 
knowing they were there.  Please tell whomever cuts your grass to minimize leaf blow-
ing.  Nobody needs all that noise and fumes.  It’s rude. 

Replace the lawn with a garden and then neither leaf nor blade ever will need to be 
blown again.  Leave them be.  Besides avoiding the noise and fumes, letting leaf litter 
lie is good for your garden.  As you well know, it’s free mulch, free fertilizer and provides 
refuge for bugs and the pupae of butterflies and moths, especially during winter.  These 
bugs provide food for the songbirds you want to attract.  Let the beautiful birds debug 
your yard for you.  And what’s more, some of these birds will search your yard in the 
spring for last year’s dead blades of grass with which to build their nests where they will 
raise their young.  Don’t disappoint them. 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In which season is it best to plant 
When you have the plants in your hot little hands! 

I’ve read that spring is the best time to plant.  Well, by the time the ground is dry enough 
to walk on, I’ve chosen the plants I want, I’ve made it to the nursery to buy the plants, 
and I have a free weekend to garden it is now summer.  Am I going to wait until next 
year?  I’d never get my plants in the ground.  Besides that, if I plant too early I find my-
self digging up plants that haven’t yet started to grow for the season. 

Plant ’em when you’ve got ’em.  You can plant your plants in any season until the 
ground is frozen. 

Just remember that in the summer you have to be especially diligent to water consis-
tently.  Newly planted plants will die if they have to endure any dry spell. 

Having said that, my preferred time to plant is in the late fall, after the drying suns of 
summer and during the cool rains of autumn.  Then they will be ready to grow the fol-
lowing spring at the very first warm, wet days and have a big head start before summer 
returns.  The drawback of planting in the fall is that the plants you want may no longer 
be available in the nursery that late in the season. 

So, plant them when you have them in your hot little hands and let the watering begin. 

Except for sowing seeds: Cool-season seeds need to be sown at the very beginning 
of spring.  Warm-season in late spring or early summer.  Your supplier will explain. 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Zen in the Garden 
To create peace and calm for yourself you might want to think about Zen.  Zen could be 
considered the careful harmonization of natural elements and nature in order to assist 
with meditation and the contemplation of the true meaning of life. 

Zen in the garden will not just create peace and calm for yourself.  It will create peace 
and calm for the wildlife you’ve attracted, allowing them to go about their daily and 
nightly business undisturbed. 

Zen is the sound of wind in the trees and the rustle and whisper of little animals.  It is 
not the sound of Vivaldi’s The Seasons through backyard speakers.  Turn the speakers 
off when you’re not there.  Let baby birds hear their mothers, animals hear their mating 
calls, and prey hear the stalking of predators.  Let yourself hear the beauty of nature. 

Zen is moonlight, starlight, and fireflies.  It is not floodlighting.  Mood lighting, maybe, 
but not floodlights.  Turn off your outdoor lights when you go to bed.  Leave night to the 
night creatures, let the owls hunt from your trees, and have your before bed cocktail in 
peace.  “Looking up through the tree branches to the stars in the sky, I always felt an 
urgency to find the brightest one.  Like if I found it first, it was mine.”  Raziel Reid. 

Zen is the sound of gently flowing, dripping water.  It is not a swimming pool nor the mo-
torized hum of your swimming pool’s water filter.  Swimming pools are here to stay but 
try to place the motor away from your garden; swaddle its sound and turn it off at night.  
Listen instead to the magic of your planet.  “La nuit était peuplée des mille chuchote-
ments, des furtifs frôlement de toutes ces choses inconnues et sans nom qui surgissent 
dans son monde silencieux, vivent un instant, respirent, connaissent leur éphemère 
moment.”  Daphné du Maurier; translator Berthe Vulliemin. 

Zen is the beauty of natural, weathered rock and stone.  It is not slabs of power washed 
concrete.  It makes sense to have your patio made of durable concrete but paths 
through your garden made of stepping stones, broken pottery, or wood chips will allow 
water to flow through and leave room for nature to poke out.  Minimize the concrete and 
maximize the green.  It will be gentler on your feet, your mind, and your garden. 

Zen is the sound of crickets and katydids.  This will not be possible if you use a leaf 
blower to blow every tiny critter from here to eternity.  In the spring and summer leaves 
are on the trees.  In the fall and winter they are on the ground.  There is nothing moral 
or immoral about this.  Come your Judgement Day you will not encounter difficulties be-
cause you left your leaves on the ground.  What is autumn without leaves at your feet?  
I live in a very lush, leafy neighbourhood where most of my neighbours, hard to believe, 
leaf blow once a week without fail every single square inch of their property, the front 
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sidewalk, and even their street.  For all the noise I might as well be living in a logging 
camp.  This is not Zen.  This is not good Karma.  It is an assault against nature and 
neighbour.  As a consequence the sound of crickets at night is not what it should be, 
grasshoppers are extinct, and peace and quiet during the day are rare.  A healthy 
neighbourhood is a symphony with the music of a panoply of nature. 

Zen is watching time change a baby tree into a giant.  It is not cheating time by buying a 
medium sized tree with almost no roots and praying it survives until it has grown some.  
Nelson Henderson, a second generation farmer in the Swan River Valley of Manitoba, 
said, “The true meaning of life, is to plant trees under whose shade you do not expect to 
sit”.  Planting a baby tree epitomizes faith and hope for the future.  How can it be possi-
ble to plant a tree without thinking of future generations?  It takes courage to plant a lit-
tle one.  Go ahead, be courageous, feel proud of yourself, and watch your trees grow up 
along with you. 

In a Zen garden, nothing is left to chance; every element is chosen, positioned, and 
pruned by hand! with deliberation to achieve harmony.  The pruning of the plant is criti-
cal in making nature fit into man’s idea of a pleasing shape in order to allow peace to 
enter the viewer’s mind.  But in a native plant Zen garden this harmony is achieved nat-
urally.  The designer of the garden, that’s you, chooses native plants that fit naturally 
into your overall plan.  Choose plants whose natural height, width, shape, colour, and 
behaviour fit with all the other elements without the need for pruning.  If you choose the 
plants that belong to your garden type’s Community this will be easier to do than you 
might think.  They were born to live together.  Take a picture.  It’s a family photo. 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Garden Design 
There are complete bookstore shelves dedicate to books for garden design.  This isn’t 
one of those books.  However, I can give you two tips: Field Trip!  Picnic! 

If your garden type is Prairie, then find a local natural area with a prairie and emulate it; 
if it’s Open Woods, find one and emulate it; and so on.  Take a note pad and camera 
with you so you can record your ideas.  Mother Nature is the best teacher in the world. 

Do not forget to include Zen in the Garden. 

Plant Spacing 
How far apart should you plant you plants? 
 1) one plant per square foot (especially grasses); 
 2) half the height of the plant apart; 
 3) depends on the aggressiveness of the plant; 
 4) ask your trusted nursery person. 

Cultivars 
A cultivar is a native plant that has usually been bred to make the plant more pleasing to 
humans by sacrificing one or more of the characteristics that the plant has spent mil-
lions of years evolving to give it the best chance of survival and the best characteristics 
to satisfy wildlife.  Choose a cultivar at nature’s peril. 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Master of the World 
That’s you. Powerful natural cycles are continuously working their way around this 
planet.  If any one of these cycles were to cease, we would all die, just like that.  Be-
cause of the native plant garden you’ve created they are all happening 24 hours a day, 
365 days of the year in your very own yard. 

Carbon is a component of proteins, carbohydrates and other necessary organic mole-
cules.  It is constantly cycling from the atmosphere into plants (through photosynthesis), 
then into animals and us (when we eat our meat and veggies), and also into water, 
seashells, rock, coal, natural gas, oil, back and forth into water, rock, plants, and then us 
again; eventually, maybe thousands of years later, back into the air and then back into 
plants, the oceans, and around and around.  It is plants through photosynthesis that are 
first able to capture carbon incorporating it into organic molecules making all life possi-
ble.  This Carbon Cycle is happening in your yard because of the garden you created. 

Nitrogen is a necessary component of proteins.  It comprises 80% of the earth’s air.  
Sadly, nitrogen is perfectly happy staying in the air and so plants must depend on the 
kindness of strangers living in your Under Garden to capture for them the nitrogen they 
need in order to grow and reproduce.  This nitrogen fixation is performed by specific 
types of bacteria that convert nitrogen from the air into compounds in the soil and water 
that plants are able to absorb and use as a nutrient.  (In some cases these bacteria do 
their job right inside the roots.)  Animals, pests, and us eat the plants to obtain their ni-
trogen in order for us to grow and reproduce.  Then other animals, pests, and us eat 
that wildlife to obtain their nitrogen and so on.  Then we all excrete, die and decompose 
returning the nitrogen back into the soil and water again.  At some unknowable time it 
will return to the atmosphere to begin the cycle over.  This Nitrogen Cycle is happening 
in your yard because of the garden, Under Garden, and healthy soil you created. 

Water is a necessity of life.  Forever circling around the planet water moves from 
clouds, fogs, humidity, rain, snow, and dew into runoff, groundwater, oceans, ice, lakes, 
ponds, rivers, streams, reservoirs, glaciers, aquifers, swamps, and marshes, then into 
plants, bugs, animals, and us and then out again via transpiration, perspiration, excre-
tion and decomposition.  It can take many thousands of years for this water to move 
back into the air.  This is the Hydrologic Cycle.  When water leaves your garden it can 
be clean, or polluted, or acidic, or salty depending upon your Gardening Style.  Watering 
your garden you can drain aquifers, depending upon your Gardening Style.  Hint: grow 
all the varieties that suit your garden type; don’t use chemical fertilizers, use plant and 
animal litter, compost, chopped straw and leaf mould; minimize the use of pesticides 
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and herbicides; limit the use of concrete; limit the use of salt on your sidewalks; create a 
healthy Under Garden. 

Energy is captured and flowing through your garden.  The very first step in this process 
is that the energy of the sun is captured and held in your plants through the process of 
photosynthesis.  All our lives, including yours, depend on this.  Your plants use this en-
ergy to grow and reproduce.  Animals, pests, and us eat the plants to steal some of their 
energy for us to grow and reproduce.  Then everybody eats that wildlife to steal their 
energy and on and on.  We all die and are eaten by the Under Garden Community.  It 
lives and grows returning nutrients back to your plants.  The plants then capture more 
energy from the sun, keeping the energy flow in motion.  These are Food Chains and 
Food Webs: everything eating each other in order to grow and reproduce by stealing the 
energy originally captured by your plants.  In my backyard there is birth, life, pillage, 
murder and death.  This constant flow makes our lives possible.  This Energy is flowing 
through your very own tiny segment of the planet because of the native garden you cre-
ated and the nature you’ve attracted. 

Hey, Super Person! You are responsible for all this power. 

An opossum, the only marsupial north of Mexico.  Here’s this tough, petit gars on snow. 
I have seen them in my backyard in both Toronto and Houston. 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6. ATTRACT BIRDS, BEES, AND BUTTERFLIES 
The more varieties of native plants and the more plant and animal litter in your 
garden then the more varieties of birds, bees, and butterflies you attract, increas-
ing your garden’s biodiversity and further increasing its Integrity. 

Hopefully I’ve made it clear by now that the not-so-secret secret to attracting all this 
beautiful wildlife is to grow native plants.  Lots of them, and lots of varieties.  Grow all 
the different kinds that suit your garden type.  Grow grasses, flowers, shrubs, vines, and 
trees.  In other words, the greater the Integrity of your garden the greater the varieties of 
birds, bees, and butterflies, and vice versa. 

A garden with high Integrity is a table groaning with food: there is something to 
eat for everybody. Nature can be divided into two broad, overlapping categories.  
There is the half of nature that EATS the other half, and then there is the half that is 
EATEN by the first half.  To attract nature start with a part of nature that the other half 
eat: native plants.  The more varieties you grow then the more varieties of nature will 
come to eat the different plants, their flowers, and their seeds.  Having attracted one va-
riety you then attract another to eat that one, and then another to eat that, and so on. 

The more varieties of plants and the more varieties of wildlife will together in-
crease the garden’s biodiversity and thereby increase its Integrity. The different 
wildlife will keep the different populations of wildlife (like pests) under control.  Since 
they are all eating each other, no one population will grow too big for very long. 

Oh, and you should learn to love your garden’s bugs. They say that for every man 
there is a woman, but I know for sure that for every native plant there is a bug that was 
made to eat it, and another bug to eat that bug, and a bird to eat that bug, and a bigger 
bird to eat that bird, and a squirrel to eat that bird’s eggs, and an owl to eat that squirrel, 
and when that owl dies there are worms to eat it, and birds to eat those worms, and on 
and on.  Now you know the real secret of life: plants and bugs. 

Butterfly Garden Everyone wants a Butterfly Garden.  A Butterfly Garden is really a 
“Butterfly Bar” where on an afternoon the butterflies can get together and sip a cool one.  
However, butterflies also need to lay their eggs on a plant that has the leaves their lar-
vae (caterpillars) can eat.  Unfortunately, the Butterfly Bar and the Larvae Restaurant 
are often on two different plant species.  So what you really want to grow is a “Butterfly 
Licensed Restaurant”.  In other words, you should grow all the varieties of plants that 
suit your garden type so that it contains the plants that provide blossoms for the adults 
plus the plants that provide leaves for their larvae.  This way you can satisfy all the 
needs of your butterfly families and attract and even produce more butterflies. 
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Every good garden deserves a Bird Feeder Actually, every single yard should have a 
feeder to replace the food lost when we plant lawns.  Go to a reputable nature store (not 
a pet shop) and look for quality feed.  The blacker the mix, i.e. the more sunflower seed 
and the less little yellow seed and cracked corn, the higher the quality.  It should not 
look like budgie food.  Nyjer seed is a special treat for finches.  Cheap feed will attract 
pigeons.  Find a place for the feeder safe from squirrels.  Best of luck with that. 

Every good garden deserves a Hummingbird Feeder Yes, those cheap plastic/glass 
hummingbird feeders really work.  You should see hummingbirds every summer day.  
The recommendation for nectar is 1 part sugar to 4 parts water heated on the stove until 
the sugar is dissolved.  Cool.  Don’t use honey, syrup, food colouring, or anything calo-
rie reduced.  I prefer 1 cup hot tap water, 1/4 cup icing sugar, shaken like mad, not 
stirred.  Wash the feeder weekly before the nectar ferments and try not to place it direct-
ly in the sun. 

Every good garden deserves two Birdbaths, one elevated and one on the ground for 
animals.  Birds like the water to be no more than 5 cm deep so don’t choose a deep 
pool.  Rinse out at least once a week to keep the mosquitos away.  Special Note: leave 
the baths out in the winter.  It is a drought for wildlife and they need water sources. 

Cats I hate to say it but cats belong indoors.  Mine gets out into the backyard only under 
escort.  Giving your cat free reign of the garden is like giving a fox free reign of the hen 
house.  Really.  A fledging bird plopping down in your garden should not be like a treat 
under the table.  Look at this mother Robin.  Would you hand her baby to your cat? 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Bees 
Everybody knows and loves honey and bumble bees.  But, yes, wasps and hornets also 
perform their roles in nature’s garden and you want to tolerate them just like the lovable 
ones.  They all make the world go around. 

Newspapers claim that maintaining beehives in cities is becoming popular in order to 
improve the declining bee population.  What will they all eat if they are unable find their 
source of food - native flowers?  Feed the needy bees from your garden. 

You might not realize this, but besides the well known bees there are lots of other bees 
that don’t look like the ones you know.  They tend to look just like little flying bugs hover-
ing over your flowers.  Some of them actually really are just bugs but they behave just 
like bees on your blossoms; they’re the wanna-bees.  These smaller unknown bees and 
bugs are just as loveable, if not more loveable, as honeys and bumbles because they 
are just tiny little, unloved guys going about their business fertilizing your flowers without 
any praise.  Botanists are now thinking that these guys might actually do more fertilizing 
of flowers than honeybees.  Give them the love they deserve. 

Many of these bees make their homes in little holes in bare earth.  Another reason not 
to mulch heavily and not dig into your garden.  Leave their homes alone. 

What does nature look like 
Sure, you want the birds, the bees, and the butterflies in your garden, but don’t forget 
about all the seeds, nuts, fruits, grasses, sedges, rushes, flowers, trees, vines, shrubs, 
bugs, worms, fruit flies, yellow jackets, hornets, slugs, ants, daddy longlegs, crickets, 
tent caterpillars, mosses, mushrooms, toadstools, centipedes, millipedes, slimes, 
moulds, aphids, spiders, vultures, mice, rabbits, porcupines, fox, raccoons, skunks, 
opossums, moles, voles, mink, toads, frogs, squirrels, snakes, salamanders, ground-
hogs, gophers, microscopic worms, protozoa, bacteria, nematodes, bats, owls, and 
even the hawk attacking the birds at your feeder. 

Okay, a boring list to read, but my point is that all nature have their rightful places in na-
ture’s garden.  They are all part of the Food Web.  They all make the world a better 
place.  They all make the world go around.  They all together have their roles to play in 
keeping nature’s garden a smoothly functioning machine.  This is Ecology. All are good 
and you should try tolerating all of them if you are lucky enough to find them in your 
garden.  Don’t be squeamish. 
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What does food for nature look like 
Food for nature looks exactly like the nature just listed because that’s exactly 
what nature eats. Nature eats nature.  It doesn’t go to the neighbourhood grocery 
store.  Your garden is its grocery store and all the different elements of your garden 
(flowers, vines, shrubs, trees, soil, and plant and animal litter) are the shelves of their 
store.  So set up their store with all the varieties of plants that suit your garden type, 
plenty of plant and animal litter, and a healthy Under Garden with a full Community to 
attract all the possible nature which will then stock the shelves of their grocery store with 
themselves. 

Where does nature live 
In all the usual places such as nests in trees and shrubs and in holes in the ground.  But 
also under and within garden debris: leaves, grass, plants, fallen fruits, logs, branches, 
twigs, dead animals, bugs, poop, in log and brush piles, trees and shrubs; in dirt and 
mud and water; under bark and rocks and in holes in trees; in the hollow stems of 
grasses and plants; under pots and in cracks in the pavement.  Just let all that stuff lie 
undisturbed.  If the debris is too big to look attractive to you then cut it smaller or move 
the larger branches to the sides of your yard where they’ll blend in. 

Where does nature find its food 
Nature finds its food exactly where nature lives because nature eats nature. These 
are the Food Chains and Food Webs necessary for life to continue.  So just leave all 
that stuff listed above alone to provide homes and refuges for nature’s food. 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Leave dead plants, shrubs and trees standing 
To attract more birds, bees, and butterflies, leave dead plants, grass, shrubs, and 
trees standing. Dead plants attract the nature that use them for food and shelter.  Then 
this nature will attract other nature that will use them for food which will attract even 
more.  If you chop down a dead tree you will be chopping down the future perches and 
homes of woodpeckers, sapsuckers, chickadees, nuthatches, owls, squirrels, raccoons, 
and opossums.  You will be chopping down the homes of the multitude of bugs that at-
tract the multitudes of nature that use them for food. 

Could I be nuts?  But without these dead or damaged trees and their cavities, where 
would owls, woodpeckers, wrens, and chickadees raise their young and keep their 
species alive?  There was life before birdhouses. 

Decomposing brush piles and log piles on your property are especially critical 
food and shelter for little over wintering animals, bugs, bees, and spiders plus 
their larvae and eggs. Leave these piles in a corner of your backyard or at the side of 
the house.  Consider them winter chalets for your wildlife. 

Letting fallen fruits, dead plants, grasses, shrubs, and trees stand to slowly de-
compose will provide your soil with the nutrients required by your living plants. 
Dead plants are composed of the nutrients that came originally from your soil.  If you 
ship them off into the garbage then you are robbing your soil and, hence, your living 
plants of the nutrition they need to grow big and strong.  Ashes to ashes.  Dust to dust.  
Garden to garden.  The lives of the living are built with the bones of the dead.  Another 
secret of life: that which comes from the earth should return to the earth otherwise life’s 
resources are lost. 

It may take some getting accustomed to a dead plant (and fallen rotting fruits) in your 
garden, but you’ll be surprised how quickly it becomes natural to you because, in fact, it 
is perfectly natural in native habitats.  It won’t last forever, the living plants will squeeze 
it out, and you can grow new plants around and over it. 

Be especially sure to leave the trunks of trees standing! to provide food and shelter 
for the various life forms that live in tree cavities.  Trim it down a bit to make it more 
manageable to the eye.  Plant a vine at the base to climb up and decorate.  Of course, 
dead trees can be dangerous.  Chop off the overhanging parts but leave the rest stand-
ing.  Leave the dead branches somewhere in your yard to continue to feed and shelter 
nature and to decompose into the nutrients that will fertilize your soil. 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IF A SPARROW FALLS WILL YOU HEAR IT 
Actually, it will most likely be a songbird and, no, you will never hear it sing again. 
It has been estimated that in North America one billion birds a year are killed by flying 
into windows.  The vast majority of these birds are songbirds and the vast majority of 
them crash into houses, not office towers.  Every year fewer collisions are occurring be-
cause every year there are fewer songbirds.  Think about that. 

The deadliest floors are the first four floors where birds can see the reflections of trees 
in the windows.  The deadliest time is during the spring and fall migrations.  The birds 
think they’re flying from tree to tree but instead they fly full speed, head first into the re-
flection of a tree on a window pane, and then they die. 

I learned all this listening to Anna Maria Tremonti interview Michael Mesure of Fatal 
Light Awareness Program (FLAP) and Christie Sheppard of The American Bird Conser-
vancy on the radio show The Current, CBC One, on October 7, 2014.  Here is the link: 
http://www.cbc.ca/radio/thecurrent/isis-vote-fatherland-and-bird-friendly-
architecture-1.2907445/up-to-a-billion-birds-die-flying-into-windows-in-north-america-
each-year-better-design-could-change-that-1.2907446 

Currently the best solution to window collisions that I’m aware of are clearish films that 
stick onto the outside of the window.  While you may have seen those black silhouettes 
of hawks stuck to large windows, not the most attractive, these new smaller and much 
less obvious films use ultraviolet colours that the birds can see, but we can’t.  To us they 
look just like little fuzzy areas.  They are very appropriate to use at home.  They’re 
placed on the outside of the window in order to distort the reflection of the tree that the 
bird sees.  They do not use a glue and peel off easily without leaving a mark. 

Use these decals on houses with trees in the yard and on big expansive windows.  It 
won’t ruin your view by applying a few.  Please go to your local nature store and pick 
some up. 

During the writing of this guide I was sitting on my patio reading the newspaper.  Above 
me I heard a thump, a small squeak, and then a plop behind me.  I had never seen a 
Yellow Sapsucker before, but now I had the chance to hold a yearling in my hands.  
That day I wrote a cheque to The Nature Conservancy of Canada, but I’d much rather 
have had that Yellow Sapsucker still alive.  Break my heart. 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He who plants a tree plants a hope.  Lucy Larcom 
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BOOK AND INTERNET RESOURCES 
http://www.floraquebeca.qc.ca/  
FloraQuebeca “est une association sans but lucratif, vouée à la connaissance, à la 
promotion et surtout à la protection de la flore et des paysages végétaux du Québec. 
Depuis sa fondation, en mars 1996, FloraQuebeca regroupe des botanistes et des hor-
ticulteurs, autant professionnels qu’amateurs, ainsi que des amants de la nature, tous 
inquiets de voir se dégrader ou disparaître des habitats naturels et, avec eux, une flore 
méconnue et pas assez valorisée”. 

http://www.floraquebeca.qc.ca/publications-et-liens/  
Refer to FloraQuebeca’s lists of Internet sites, books, articles, and documents. 

https://www.wildflower.org/explore.php  
Lady Bird Johnson and Helen Hayes founded an organization to protect and preserve 
North America's native plants and natural landscapes.  This is their Website.  To call it 
extensive is an understatement.  Use it to research your plants. 

http://plants.usda.gov/java/  
The United States Department of Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service.  
Very extensive.  Includes plants native to Québec. 

Refer to http://www.fs.fed.us/wildflowers/features/books/northeastbooks.shtml for books 
used by the botanists of the United States Department of Agriculture Forest Service. 

Watchers at the Pond - Franklin Russell 
An account of the natural life around a pond over the course of one year.  Depicts the 
Garden of Eden that we are creating by gardening with native plants.  Inspirational. 

Bringing Nature Home - Douglas W. Tallamy 
The book that inspired me to be a native plant bible thumper.  It spells out the evidence 
that growing native plants around your home can restore dwindling wildlife species. 

Brooklyn Botanic Garden All-Region Guides - www.bbg.org/gardening/handbooks; 
Great Natives for Tough Places; 
Going Native.  Biodiversity in our Own Backyards; 
Healthy Soils for Sustainable Gardens; 
The Natural Water Garden; 
Easy Compost; 
Native Alternatives to Invasive Plants. 

100 Easy-to-Grow Native Plants for Canadian Gardens - Lorraine Johnson 
Learning about 100 common plants teaches you a bit about almost every plant.  One 
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plant per page so it’s very easy to read.  For each of the 100, it lists Good Companion 
Plants and Related Species to further expand your knowledge. 

Petite flore forestière du Québec  
- Ministère des Ressources naturelles et de la Faune 

Plantes des milieux humides et de bord de mer du Québec et des Maritimes  
- Martine Lapointe 

Arbres et plantes forestières du Québec et des Maritimes - Michel Leboeuf 

Fleurs des champs du Québec et des Maritimes - Sylvain Parent 

Fleurs sauvages du Québec Tome 2  
- Michel Sokolyk, Julie Boudreau, Estelle Lacoursière 

Trees in Canada - John Laird Farrar 

Gardening with Prairie Plants: How to Create Beautiful Native Landscapes  
- Sally Wasowski 
Hugely inspiring and educational.  Useful to anyone with a lawn, I swear.  Perfect for 
those who want to replace their yard with a prairie, meadow, or open woods garden. 

Garden Revolution - How our landscapes can be a source of environmental 
change - Larry Weaner, Thomas Christopher 
A great big 300-plus page book written especially for those with lots of hectares.  It has 
everything in it.  Gives me an anxiety attack just looking at it.  Might be just the right 
book for you.  Gorgeous photos. 

Grasses, An Identification Guide - Lauren Brown 
Not a very big book and probably won’t be of use to a lot of people, however, it gives 
clear and concise information and drawings on our many grasses, sedges and rushes. 

Soil Biology Primer - Soil and Water Conservation Society 
Gives you the total low-down.  You cannot have a healthy garden without a healthy Un-
der Garden.  Available on-line for free:  http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/detail/
soils/use/urban/?cid=nrcs142p2_053993 

Introductory Botany: Plants, People, and The Environment - Linda Berg 
A college textbook and a bit technical in places but I especially recommend it for its sec-
tions on Soil and Ecosystems.  Pricey but used copies are available on-line. 

Botany for Gardeners - Brian Capon 
A nice, informative compact book.  The sections on life cycles are fascinating. 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It isn’t even lawn.  Sterile, artificial turf.  The ultimate. 

Ah, yes, the Wood Chip Garden.  Wouldn’t they rather have a Forest Floor Garden? 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I wonder if these people enjoy mowing this hill every week.  Wouldn’t they rather have a 
native plant garden they only need to touch to weed once a year? 

It’s on a hill, there is no lawn, no pruning, no mowing.  These people are smart. 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The Healthy Gardening Style never requires that you put a bag out for the city to collect. 

A stump is a beautiful thing.  While creating a point of interest in a bland lawn and feed-
ing the above ground garden (yes), its dead roots are creating veins of nutrients running 

deep into the under garden.  (I wish, though, they’d left the trunk standing.) 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This sapling was planted by the city during the summer.  It didn’t last one month be-
cause no one bothered to water it.  No one cared.  Any ideas on how much tender lov-

ing care and years it took for it to reach that height?  Break my heart. 

Yep!  This used to be a sapling.  People, saplings need water, water, water. 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You can’t keep a good Goldenrod down.  It will still provide nectar to the bees even if 
you keep the hedge trimmed.  Now look at that lawn!  Look at it!  Anything blooming? 

A Forest Floor Living Room!  Love these people!  No pruning here!  Gotta love ‘em! 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This is what comprise looks like: a lawn surrounded by Goldenrod, a life giving native. 

Look at this space. 
Doesn’t it scream “A Wild and Crazy Native Plant Garden is Needed Here!”? 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Keep moving, wildlife.  Nothing to look at here.  Just another periwinkle ground cover 
surrounded by sterile, non-native shrubs. 

See the old tree in the background?  Some day it’ll be gone, but these people are think-
ing ahead by planting its replacements now.  Way to go! 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Ugly?  Its breakfast, lunch, dinner, and home to wildlife.  What needs to be done is get 
rid of the lawn all together and turn it into pure garden.  That’d make it look right. 

Compromise.  Feed the birds, bees, and butterflies and keep your lawn. 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What is a fence without a vine?  In this case two Canada Moonseed Vines with a Wild 
Grape Vine in the middle just getting underway. 

Oh, sweet Forest Glade, home. 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IN SUMMARY 
1. Benefiting nature in your yard benefits wildlife from North to South America. 
 
2. Native Plants evolved right in your own yard, not somewhere else. 
 
3. Native Plants offer more food and shelter to wildlife than non-native plants. 
 
4. Create healthy, fertile soil with Organic Matter, not chemical fertilizers. 
 
5. Keep soil healthy and fertile by letting plant and animal litter remain on the ground. 
 
6. Determine your Garden Type by the amount of sun and moisture it receives. 
 
7. Choose all the varieties of native plants that suit your Garden Type. 
 
8. Be sure to include lots of grasses and sedges in your garden. 
 
9. The native plants in a garden form a strong, unified, tight-knit, protective Community. 
 
10. Once your garden is planted, don’t dig into it ever again. 
 
11. Attract wildlife into your garden with plants, bird bath and feeder, and letting litter lie. 
 
12. Tolerate your garden’s insects; they become wildlife and they are food for wildlife. 
 
13. Home windows kill millions of songbirds each year; use bird deterrent decals. 
 
14. Front yard lawns starve wildlife to death; replace with a native plant garden. 

What you do to the least of our people you do also unto me 
For many, many years an approximation to this statement hung in the old Bond St. en-
trance to St. Michael’s Hospital in downtown Toronto.  Every time I read it I could not 
help but think that the least of our people, the very most needy, are the little animals, 
plants, and bugs that we tread under foot and bulldozer every single day.  Lets return a 
bit of their food and shelter to our properties by choosing to grow native plants. 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For the Love of Nature  
Frontyard Restoration 

 

Dedicated to the free promotion of Native Plant gardens on 
our suburban properties to create natural habitat that allow 

wildlife to live amongst us. 



MAGIC IN THE GARDEN 

Over my compost bin and beside the Bench of Infinite Caffeine there hangs 
a sign purchased in a magic shop in Charleston, South Carolina.  It reads, 
“Those who don’t believe in magic will never find it.”  If you could sit for a bit 
in this downtown small backyard, beneath the chestnut tree looking across 
the tiny forest glade with its purple flowering raspberry, various shrubs, bird 
feeder, hummingbird feeder and bird bath, whether in winter or summer, 
and not see magic, well, try to relax a little more and look a little harder. 
 
To see the return of magic to our lives we just need to garden a little bit 
bigger and know that gardening is an act of charity, an act of giving, an act 
of kindness.  We can no longer afford to garden simply to satisfy our own 
desires.


